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Introductory Note

I. General policy framework

1. The objectives of the Common Agricultural Policy are set forth in
Article 39 of the Treaty of Rome establishing the European Economic
Community, aiming in particular to increase agricultural productivity,
stabilize markets, assure availability of supplies, and ensure that
supplies reach consumers at reasonable prices. The principles of the
Common Agricultural Policy are: maintenance of a single market, Community
preference and financial solidarity among member States. The instruments
of the Common Agricultural Policy are an agricultural market and price
policy covering almost 91 per cent of agricultural end products and an
agricultural socio-structural policy.

2. The market and price policy is implemented within the framework of the
common organization of the market in agricultural products. There are
various support mechanisms, ranging from minimum protection at the external
frontier of the Community for poultry products (levy based on the quantity
of feedgrains needed as a production input) to the establishment of minimum
prices (sugar beet) or guarantee of purchase by public agencies at a fixed
intervention price. The target price and guide price are not guaranteed
prices but constitute a floor for market price trends within the Community
above which imports are necessary to ensure supplies for Community
consumers. In general, the common organization is a single system without
any differentiation on the basis of regional or other criteria. Given that
the growth rate of agricultural output is higher than that of consumption,
the Community has, for a number of years, been observing a prudent policy
in regard to prices.
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3. The Community has bound certain tariff commitments within GATT. Under
individual agreements or treaties, it maintains preferential trade
relations with many countries or regions of the world. At world level, the
Community is the largest importer of agricultural and foodstuff products.

4. The socio-structural policy is implemented within the framework of
common actions designed to secure optimum use of production factors at the
stage of agricultural production and of initial processing of agricultural
products. Its implementation depends on action by operators who must meet
certain conditions in order to qualify for support measures which are
largely allocated in the form of interest rebates. Apart from general
regimes, the socïo-structural policy of the Community also includes
measures in respect of a single production factor (for example the cattle
herd) or specified regions (for example the hill regions). With a view to
attaining Community objectives for production, the socio-structural
provisions may be amended, supplemented or suspended in respect of certain
sectors.

II. Procedures

The Council determines basic provisions, acting on a proposal by the
Commission after having obtained the opinion of the European Parliament and
the Economic and Social Committee. Each year the Council also fixes the
institutional prices required for the common organization of the market in
agricultural products. The Commission has responsibility for market
management and the implementation of socio-structural measures, acting
through Management Committees and the Standing Committee on Agricultural
Structures.

III. Economic significance of the bovine/milk and meat sector

The bovine/milk sector is by far the most important sector in EEC
agriculture, accounting for 33 per cent of end production by Community
agriculture. It is a source of income for some 3 million farms
(i.e. 52 per cent of the total number of farms). Some 1.6 million farms
have dairy cows, representing approximately 80 per cent of the total cow
herd. Consequently, mixed fatstock/dairy farming is very important.

In recent years there has been a pronounced fall in the number of
fat-stock and dairy farmers (by 20 per cent between 1973 and 1977), and a
slight decline in the number of animals. The dairy-cow herd has remained
relatively stable since 1975, at approximately 25 million head. However,
as a result of the introduction of milk quotas (April 1984) the number of
dairy cows declined by about 1.5 million between 1983 and 1985. In 1986
the number of dairy cattle will be well below 24 million. The average size
of herds in the Community is 33 bovine animal and 16 dairy cows. Because
of increasing yields, the annual variation rate for milk production in the
period 1973 to 1983 was 2 per cent. Beef and veal production showed an
annual variation rate of 1.1 per cent during this period. This rate was
higher for calves (1.6 per cent) than for beef cattle (1.0 per cent).
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A. PRODUCTION

I. Support and/or stabilization measures

The common organization of markets in the milk and milk products
sector is based on Regulation (EEC) No. 804/68. In order to ensure a
certain producer price level, a target price is fixed for milk delivered to
processing plant.

In order to attain the target price, an intervention system exists
within the Community (intervention price) and a system covering trade with
third countries (import levies, export refunds, safeguard measures).

(a) Instruments

1. Price system

The following prices are fixed for each milk year:

- target price for milk

- intervention price for - butter
- skimmed milk powder
- Grana Padano and Parmigiano
Reggiano cheeses

- threshold price.

In principle, these prices become applicable on 1 April, i.e. at the
beginning of the milk year, and remain valid until 31 March of the
following year. They can be adjusted in the course of the milk year if the
situation so requires; they can also be fixed in two stages.

- Target price for milk:

This is the milk price that the Community policy aims "to obtain for
the aggregate of producers' milk sales, on the Community market and on
external markets, during the milk year". It is a target price, therefore,
but not a guaranteed price. It applies to milk containing 3.7 per cent of
fat, delivered to the dairy.

- Intervention prices:

The intervention prices contribute to attaining the target price for
milk, but they do not allow dairies, in respect of the quantities they have
offered for intervention (free at warehouse), to pay to producers a milk
price absolutely equivalent to the target price.
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- Threshold prices:

Threshold prices are applied at the external frontier of the Community
upon importation, constituting a protection for the target price for milk
as well as an instrument through which market supplies can be secured by
means of imports in the event of any shortage or threat thereof (fuller
details are given under C 'import and export measures").

2. Intervention system

In order to try to ensure the target price for milk to the producer,
the intervention system extends to products that play a particularly
significant rôle in the formation of producer prices for milk. This result
can be achieved:

- either by supporting the component elements of milk, through
intervention in favour of butterfat (butter) or milk proteins
(skimmed milk powder)

- or by supporting milk as a raw material, through intervention in
favour of cheeses (Grana Padano and Parmigiano Reggiano, whose
production constitutes the basis of the milk products sector in
Italy).

(1) Interventions

(a) Purchase at the intervention price (public storage)

Butter and skimmed milk powder that cannot be sold on the normal
market are bought in by the intervention agencies provided the product
meets certain criteria in respect of quality, age and packaging.

Disposal of bought-in products takes place in accordance with
Commission regulations when the situation allows and in such a way that
normal trade channels are not disturbed when butter is returned to the
market.

(b) Aid to private storage of butter and cream

In order to ensure that normal market supplies of butter are available
during the winter months and on price conditions similar to those
prevailing during the rest of the year, aid to private storage of butter
and cream is granted to certain market operators. The storage period runs
from 1 April to 15 September; the period of release from storage runs from
16 September to 31 March of the following year. The minimum storage period
is four months.

Under certain conditions the Council may also decide to grant aid to
private storage of skimmed milk powder.
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(2) Aid to skimmed milk processed into casein and caseinates

Aid is granted in respect of skimmed milk processed into casein and
caseinates. The amount of the aid is adjusted according to the quality of
the products obtained.

(3) Intervention for cheeses

As has already been indicated, there is an intervention purchase
system for Grana Padano and Parmigiano Reggiano cheeses.

For these cheeses, and also for Provolone, there is a system of
private storage aid. For other Italian cheeses and long-keeping cheese a
system of private storage aid can be introduced if market conditions so
require. This is the case in particular for Pecorino Romano and Emmenthal
cheeses (including Gruyère, Comté and Beaufort).

3. Prices

(a) Guaranteed intervention prices

1The above intervention prices involve a change in the
fats/nitrogenous substances ratio from 55/45 to 50/50. For
the intervention prices for cheeses and skimmed milk powder
increased in spite of the fixing of a target price for milk
of the 1983/84 milk year.

this reason,
have been
equal to that

2For the 1985/86 milk year the fats/nitrogenous substances ratio has
been further modified from 50/50 to 48/52.

ECU/100 kg.
Intervention price Milk year

applicable for 21983/84 1984/85 1985/86

1. Butter 357.86 319.70 313.20

2. Skimmed milk powder 149.64 165.88 174.04

3. Cheeses:
- Grana Padana
. from 30 to 60 days old 361.28 381.75 388.93
. at least 6 months old 439.53 472.75 480.33
- Parmigiano Reggiano at
least 6 months old 480.26 521.61 529.19
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(b) Amount of producer subsidies

The grant of producer subsidies in the dairy sector is limited to aid
for casein and caseinates. Since 1 October 1981 this aid has been as;
follows (in ECU/100 kg. of skimmed milk):

1 October 1981
1 June 1982
1 June 1983
2 April 1984
1 June 1985

5.35
6.25
6.50
8.00
8.55

(c) Average returns to producers

Remuneration of milk producers
target price which has developed as
fat content):

is directly linked to the level of the
follows (on the basis of 3.7 per cent

ECU/100 kg.

Target price Prices received by producers1
Milk year 1977/78: 20.98 1977: 17.84
Milk year 1978/79: 21.40 1978: 18.49
Milk year 1979/80: 21.40 1979: 19.39
Milk year 1980/81: 22.26 1980: 20.49
Milk year 1981/82: 24.26 1981: 21.86
Milk year 1982/83: 26.81 1982: 24.10
Milk year 1983/84: 27.43 1983: 25.32
Milk year 1984/85: 27.43 1984: 25.28
Milk year 1985/86: 27.84

Net price ex-farm
co-responsibility levy)

(after deduction of VAT, subsidy,
(Source: Eurostat).

Prices actually received by producers vary around the target price.
Differences between individual real payments are attributable ïn particular
to the distance between producer and dairy, market prices for processed
products, etc.

II. Policies and measures of governments or other bodies likely to
influence production, other than those listed under I

Since milk production is surplus in the Community, certain measures
are taken in order to slow down and discourage milk production:

(a) Co-responsibility levy

The milk producer pays a compulsory contribution in the form of a
percentage of the price of milk, set for the milk year 1983/84 at
2 per cent of the target price for milk. He then pays part of his milk
income into a special fund designed to promote and expand sales of dairy
products.

or
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The compulsory contribution for the 1985/86 milk year has been fixed
at 2 per cent of the target price for milk. A figure of 2 per cent has
also been proposed for the 1986/87 milk year.

(b) Additional levy payable by producers or purchasers of cow's milk

An additional levy has been introduced on quantities of milk in excess
of those delivered during 1981, plus 1 per cent, and the Council has
determined the quantities in question for each member State. The relevant
measures were adopted by the Council by Regulation (EEC) No. 856/84
(JO L 90 of 1 April 1984), and Regulation (EEC) No. 857/84 (same JO).

The total quantity for the Community is 98.363 million tons per milk
year. At the same time, the Council fixed a reference quantity for direct
sales to consumers. This quantity amounts to 4.2 million tons. At the
option of the member State, the total quantity is distributed among either
individual producers (formula A) or dairies (formula B). On quantities
exceeding the quotas, 75 per cent of the target price for milk is levied
where formula A is applied, and 100 per cent where formula B is applied.

The amount of milk delivered annually to dairies declined by 4 million
tons between 1983 and 1985 as a result of this measure.

(c) Measures taken in the context of the production structure

The Community provisions adopted in the context of the production
structures policy are more restrictive in the dairy sector than in the
other agricultural production sectors. Accordingly:

- aids for the purchase of cattle are subject to the condition that
the share of sales from cattle-farming and sheep-farming makes up
more than 60 per cent of overall sales by the farm (Article 9 of
Directive EEC/72/159);

- aids for the purchase of dairy cows and heifers are forbidden
(Regulation (EEC)1081/77);

- the compensatory allowance for dairy cows in less-favoured regions
(Directive EEC/75/268) is only 80 per cent of the allowance granted
in hill regions and is paid for not more than ten cows.

(d) Measures taken in the context of marketing structure and
processing of dairy products

Under Regulation (EEC) 355/77, the Community has participated in
certain investment projects concerning modernization and rationalization of
undertakings engaged in milk processing and dairy product marketing.
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B. INTERNAL PRICES AND CONSUMPTION

I. Representative retail and wholesale prices on major domestic
markets

(a) Ex-dairy prices per 100 k . of product

Skïmmed milk
Period1 Butter ECU % powder ECU

1977 261,770 100 113,046 100
1978 274,117 105 115,751 102
1979 281,296 108 117,876 104
1980 292,387 112 121,134 107
1981 317,843 121 130,888 116
1982 340,185 130 139,517 123
1983 351,299 134 144,004 127
1984 327,901 125 160,344 142
1985 314,862 120 169,209 150

1Arithmetic mean for all markets
Source: Directorate General for Agriculture

(b) Consumer prices per kg.

Product: BUTTER

Belgium Denmark Germany, France Ireland Italy Nether- United

Period F.R. lands Kingdom
BF/kg. DKr/kg. DM/250g. FF/kg. Pence/lb. L/kg. f./250g. Pence/

500g.

1982 185 3,154 2.58 26.19 75.0 7,097 2.62 99.2
1983 205 3,307 2.55 27.49 83.7 8,097 2.78 99.1
1984 203 3,597 2.53 28.10 92.9 8,489 2.54 100.5
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II. Factors which condition the evolution and leve. of internal
consumption

For some time past the following trends have been apparent in the
Community for consumption of dairy products:

- a decline in consumption of fresh milk, slower increase in
consumption of yoghurt and fresh cream, and marketing of uperized
and sterilized milk in preference to pasteurized milk;

- in view of a further reduction of approximately 1.2 per cent in
the price of butter, per capita consumption of butter might well
stabilize at its present level;

- increasing cheese consumption.

These trends are in the first place attributable to a change in
consumer habits among the Community population: an increasing preference
for products with a low fat content in the sector of milk-based consumer
products, and for easily storable products. In overall fat consumption,
butter continues to decline in importance, with a - very minor - shift to
fats and oils of land animals. Rising cheese consumption is attributable
to the ever-improving quality, diversity and presentation of supply as well
as to the marketing efforts that cheese producers are making throughout the
Community.

III. Policies and measures affecting consumption

With a view to promoting consumption, the Community engages in various
activities.
1. The fund resulting from the co-responsibility levy (see A 2(a)) is
used in particular to finance the following measures either partly or in
full:

(a) Within the Community:

- market research
- sales promotion drives
- improvement of milk quality
- fresh milk at reduced price for schools
- butterfat at reduced price for ice cream
- concentrated butter at reduced price for cooking

(b) Outside the Community:

- market research
- technical assistance.
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2. Subsidy to consumption of milk and milk products in schools

In order to encourage consumption of milk and milk products, a "school
milk" subsidy has been established. This measure is limited, therefore, to
young consumers in the Community for whom milk meets a physiological need
and gives them certain food habits.

It is financed out of the proceeds of the co-responsibility levy.

3. Specific activities in the field of publicity, promotion and market
research

Out of the proceeds of the co-responsibility levy, the Community
finances publicity and promotion activities in favour of human consumption
in the member States, in particular in the form of publications, collection
of existing publications and dissemination.

It also encourages research activities designed to enlarge markets, in
particular research for new or improved products and scientific examination
of the nutritional aspects of consumption of milk and its component
elements.

4. Subsidies to butter consumption

Under the Community regulations, in the event of any surplus of
butterfat or threat thereof, measures can be taken to facilitate disposal.

The following activities may be mentioned:

- General and permanent subsidy:
This aid, designed to reduce the consumer price of butter is in
operation in certain member States.

- Subsidy to welfare recipients:
Under certain conditions, needy persons in the Community can
purchase butter at a reduced price.

- Sale of butter at a reduced price for the manufacture of
pastry-cooks' products, biscuits, bakers' products and ice-cream,
and of concentrated butter for cooking.

- Sale of butter at a reduced price to armed forces and assimilated
units as well as to non-profit making groups.

5. Subsidies to consumption of skimmed milk (liquid or in powder
form) for animal feed

These aids are granted primarily in order to encourage utilization for
animal feed. To this end, the amounts are fixed taking into account the
following criteria:
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- the intervention price for skimmed milk powder applicable during
the milk year concerned;

- the trend in the supply situation for skimmed milk and powdered
milk, and use thereof for animal feed;

- the trend in the price of calves;

- the trend in market prices for competing proteins as compared
with the price of skimmed milk powder.

The system is applicable to:

(a) - liquid skimmed milk sold back by the dairy to the farm;

- liquid skimmed milk used directly at the farm where
produced.

The amount of the aid varies according to the kind of animals, a
higher amount being applicable in respect of animals other than young
calves.

(b) Skimmed milk powder:

- on condition the product is denatured or incorporated in
milk feed. If the stock situation so requires, special
measures can be applied to encourage use of skimmed milk
powder in the sector of "pig and poultry" compound feed.

* *

All these activities to promote consumption are at present proceeding
satisfactorily. It is not yet possible, however, to make any definite
assessment as to their effect.

C. MEASURES AT THE FRONTIER

I. Common customs tariff - Chapter 4

(a) Annex to Regulation (EEC) No. 950/68 as last amended by
Regulation (EEC) No. 3331/85 (OJ L 331 of 9 December 1985) (see
Annex I(a)).

(b) Annex to common customs tariff (sub-heading 04.04.exA) (see
Annex I(b)).

(c) Regulation (EEC) No. 2915/79 determining the groups of products
and the special provisions for calculating levies on milk and milk
products, as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No. 748/86 (OJ L 71 of
14 March 1986) (see Annex I(c)).
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Application of Regulation (EEC) No. 2915/79 is provided for in
Regulation (EEC) No. 1767/82 (OJ L 196 of 5 July 1982), as last amended by
Regulation (EEC) No. 778/86 (OJ L 73 of 18 March 1986) (see Annex I(d)).

(d) Price levels

Threshold Prices of Milk Products

ECU/100 kg.

Threshold price applicable
during milk year

Pilot product 1
1983/84 1984/85 1985/86

1. Whey powder 53.76 55.99 57.08
2. Skimmed milk powder 171.62 186.42 195.57
3. Whole milk powder 265.07 273.05 277.27
4. Concentrated milk not

containing added sugar 102.43 101.65 102.63
5. Concentrated milk containing

added sugar 133.69 133.66 136.02
6. Butter 393.22 358.09 351.01
7. Emmenthal 390.39 390.39 396.13
8. Blue-veined cheese 313.23 322.16 327.44
9. Parmigiano Reggiano 524.81 598.93 608.17
10. Cheddar 347.34 350.57 355.41
11. Other cheeses 311.06 321.22 326.74
12. Lactose 95.59 93.07 94.56

1Because of the reduction in the intervention price for butter, the
threshold price for butter has also been reduced. In addition, the changes
in the threshold prices for other pilot products are due to the change in
the fats/proteins ratio.

II. Import measures at tariff line level

1. General rules

(a) A variable levy is applied on import, except in respect of
products for which the Communuty has concluded special agreements or
arrangements, the list and conditions of which are indicated in section 2
below.
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On the basis of the target price for milk, the Council fixes a
threshold price for milk products which are divided into groups. For each
of these groups a pilot product is designated for which a threshold price
is set (see Annex I to Regulation (EEC) No. 2915/79 - Annex I(c)) taking
into account:

- the ratio of the fat content to the protein content of milk;

- the protection that must be afforded to the Community processing
industry.

(b) The threshold price is used for calculating the levy which is
determined as being the difference between that same threshold price and
the free-at-frontier price for each product, on the basis of the most
favourable purchase possibilities in international trade. The levy is
fixed by the Commission on the first and sixteenth of each month. If
necessary, the Commission can adjust the levy in the interval between those
two dates.

(c) For certain products within the same group, but different from
the pilot product, a derived levy can be calculated according to the rules
set forth in Regulation (EEC) No. 2915/79 (see Annex I(c)).

(d) In the case of shortage, or a threat thereof, of one or more milk
products in the Community, the threshold price makes it possible to ensure
market supplies at a price level corresponding to the target price for
milk.

(e) For prepared feedingstuffs falling within CCT heading 23.07
(compound feedingstuffs containing more than 50 per cent of milk products)
the levy is calculated in relation to the quantity of maize and milk
products incorporated in the compound feedingstuff (Article 2:4
Regulation (EEC) No. 2915/79).

2. Special import régimes

(a) Special milk for infants falling within CCT
sub-heading 04.02.B I(a).

The specific levy for these products is at the rate of
36.27 ECU/100 kg. (Article 3:6 of Regulation (EEC) No. 2915/79).

This is an autonomous concession granted by the Community to
Switzerland and applicable since 1 August 1967. Under that concession,
these products are admitted to the Community on certain conditions, in
particular in respect of the fat content and characteristics of the
product. The products are admitted to this sub-heading only if accompanied
by a certificate I.M.A. 1 issued by an agency approved by the Community
(see Regulations (EEC) No. 2695/79 and (EEC) No. 1054/68 as last amended by
Regulation (EEC) No. 2966/79 hereinafter referred to "admission
regulations").
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(b) Emmenthal, Gruyère, Sbrinz, Bergkäse and Appenzell cheeses,
falling within sub-heading 04.04.A.I of the CCT..

The specific levies applicable to these products are at the rate of
9.07 and 18.13 ECU/100 kg. according to the free-at-frontier value
specified in the CCT. This is a GATT binding concluded on:

- 29 June 1967 in respect of Switzerland;
- 26 March 1968 in respect of Austria;
- 31 May 1968 in respect of Finland.

Accordingly, these products are admitted to the Community on certain
conditions concerning, in particular, the composition and age of cheese as
well as observance of a minimum free-at-frontier value. The products
concerned are admitted to this sub-heading only if accompanied by a
certificate I.M.A. 1 issued under the provisions of the admission
regulations.

The minimum free-at-frontier prices are index-related to the target
price for milk in the Community.

In the case of Austria and Finland, the observance of a minimum
free-at-frontier value is suspended until 31 December 1984 and replaced by
commitment by those countries to limit their exports to the Community to
the traditional level.

This level has been fixed by agreement at:

- 8,000 tons in the case of Austria and

- 7,200 tons in the case of Finland, including a maximum of 2,900 tons
for Finlandia cheese falling within CCT sub-heading
04.04.E.I(b).2.

(c) Glarus cheese, falling within sub-heading 04.04.B of the CCT.

The customs duty of 12 per cent is bound in GATT. Since
1 January 1973 this duty has been reduced to 6 per cent under an autonomous
concession.

These products are admitted to the Community provided they are
accompanied by a certificate I.M.A. 1 issued under the provisions of the
admission regulations.

(d) Processed cheese falling within sub-heading 04.04.D.1.

The specific levy applicable to these products is at the rate of
36.27 ECU/100 kg. e
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This is an autonomous concession granted by the Community to
Switzerland as from 1 August 1967 and extended to Austria on 26 March 1968
and to Finland on 31 May 1968.

These products are admitted provided they correspond to a definition
stipulated in that sub-heading, that they observe a certain
free-at-frontier value and that they are accompanied by a
certificate I.M.A. 1 issued under the provisions of the admission
regulations.

In the case of Austria and Finland, the observance of a minimum
free-at-frontier value is suspended until 31 December 1984 and replaced by
a commitment by those countries to limit their exports to the Community to
the traditional level.

This level has been fixed by agreement at:

- 3,750 tons in the case of Austria and
- 550 tons in the case of Finland.

(e) Cheddar cheese falling within sub-heading 04.04.E.I(b).l of the
CCT.

The specific levies applicable to these products are 12.09 ECU/100 kg.
for imports of cheese from Canada and 15.00 ECU/100 kg. for imports of
cheese from Australia and New Zealand.

This is a GATT binding in respect of Australia and New Zealand
(9,000 tons) and an autonomous concession in respect of Canada
(2,750 tons).

The above-mentioned levies are applicable within the tariff quotas
specified in Article 9 of Regulation (EEC) No. 2915/79 (Annex I (c)).

The tariff quota of 2,750 tons granted to Canada is not mentioned in
the common customs tariff since this is an autonomous concession.

Under the import régime applicable to these cheeses, the products
concerned must meet certain technical characteristics such as fat content,
age and minimum free-at-frontier values and must be accompanied by a
certificate I.M.A.1 issued under the provisions of the admission
regulations.

(f) Cheddar cheese intended for processing falling within
sub-heading 04.04.E.I(b).1 as well as other cheeses intended for processing
falling within sub-heading 04.04.E.I(b).2.

The specific levies applicable to these products are at the rate of
12.09 ECU/100 kg.
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This is a GATT binding granted to Australia and New Zealand
(3,500 tons).

The above-mentioned levies are applicable within the tariff quotas
referred to in Article 9 of Regulation (EEC) No. 2915/79 (Annex I (c)).

The import régime applicable to these cheeses is the same as that
mentioned in point (e) with a difference in respect of use of the product.
Under Regulation (EEC) No. 2967/79 these cheeses are considered as
processed when they have been processed into products falling within
sub-heading 04.04.D of the CCT (processed cheese).

(g) - Tilsit and Butterkäse cheese falling within
sub-heading 04.04.E.I(b).2;

- Kashkaval cheese falling within sub-heading 04.04.E.I(b).3;

- Cheese of sheep's milk or buffalo's milk, falling within
sub-heading 04.04.E.I(b).4.

These products are subject to a levy equal to the difference between
the threshold price for Group 11 and the prices stipulated for each cheese
in Article 11 of Regulation (EEC) No. 2915/79. Consequently, the amount of
the levy varies only in the event of any change in the threshold price or
the recorded import price.

These are autonomous concessions granted to:

- Switzerland and Romania for Tilsit;

- Romania, Bulgaria, Hungary and Turkey for Kashkaval and cheese of
sheep's milk or buffalo's milk.

Import of these products is subject to production of a
certificate I.M.A.1 issued under the provisions of the admission
regulations.

(h) For certain cheeses for which the exporting country has made a
commitment to limit its exports to the Community to the traditional level,
a reduced levy is applied. These are the following cheeses, originating in
and coming from Austria and accompanied by an approved certificate:
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Quantity Import levy

- Tilsit, not pressed, matured for at least
one month, and Butterkäse, falling within
sub-heading 04.04.E.I(b).2 of the CCT

- Blue-veined cheese falling within
sub-heading 04.04.C of the CCT

- Edam of a fat content, by weight, in the
dry matter, of not less than 40 per cent
but less than 48 per cent, in whole 2,500 tons 55 ECU/100 kg.
cheeses of a net weight not exceeding
350 gr. (known as "Geheimratskäse"),
falling within sub-heading 04.04.E.I(b).2
of the CCT

- Cheese known as "Feta" and "Kefalotyri",
made of cow's milk, of a fat content, by
weight, in the dry matter, of less than
48 per cent falling within
sub-heading 04.04.E.I(b).2 of the CCT

(i) Butter falling within sub-heading 04.03.A of the CCT.

Transitional régime in accordance with the provisions of Protocol 18
of the Act of Accession to the Communities of Denmark, Ireland and the
United Kingdom in respect of United Kingdom imports of butter from New
Zealand.

The Council decided (Regulation (EEC) No. 3667/83) that the quantities
authorized for import into the United Kingdom from New Zealand would be
81,000 tons for the year 1985 and 79,000 tons for the year 1986. A special
levy is charged upon importation

III. Export measures at tariff line level

1. General rules

(a) Under the provision of Article 17 of Regulation (EEC) No. 804/68,
the Community may grant export refunds to cover the difference between
internal prices and prices in international trade of milk products. The
refund thus fixed is the same for the whole Community, but may be varied
according to the country of destination to take account of any specific
features of those markets. The refunds must be fixed at least every four
weeks.

(b) When the refund is being fixed, account is taken, in particular,
of the need to establish a balance between the use of Community basic
products in the manufacture of goods for export, and the use of third
country products brought in under inward processing traffic (I.P.T.).
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Inward processing traffic is excluded for the products mentioned in
Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No. 804/68 if they are to be used for the
manufacture of the products referred to in that Article or of goods listed
in the Annex to that Regulation (see Regulation (EEC) No. 866/84 (JO L 90
of 1 April 1984)).

(c) The amount of the refund may be fixed in advance. The period
differs according to the product. Nevertheless, for certain products and
certain destinations, advance fixing of refunds is excluded (in particular
for cheeses in respect of which minimum export prices must be observed
under export commitments). The provisions regarding advance fixing of
refunds are set forth in Regulation (EEC) No. 2044/75.

2. Special export régimes

(a) Agreement between EEC and Switzerland: this Agreement provides
for observance of a price free-at-Swiss-frontier which may be adjusted
after consultation of both parties. This régime applies only to certain
cheeses listed in Annex II.B to Regulation (EEC) No. 1953/82. The cheeses
concerned must be accompanied by a certificate (Annex II.C to that
Regulation).

(b) Agreement between EEC and Spain: this Agreement lost its
validity on 1 March 1986 as a result of Spain's accession to the Community.

(c) Agreement between EEC and the United States: this Agreement
provides in particular, on the United States side, for the opening of
quotas for the EEC in a total amount of 43,544 tons per annum as well as
for the admission, without quantitative limitation, of soft ripened cheese
corresponding to an agreed description.

On the EEC side, there is a commitment to observe the prices of
United States-produced cheeses, at the wholesale stage, for cheeses under
quota.

(d) Agreement between EEC and Canada: this Agreement on cheeses
provides in particular on the Canadian side for the opening of a global
quota for the EEC equivalent to not less than 60 per cent of the global
quota opened for the import into Canada of not less than 45 million pounds
(approximately 20,400 tons of which 12,240 for the EEC).

On the EEC side, there is a commitment to observe the price of cheeses
produced in Canada at the ex-works stage.

(e) Agreement between EEC and Australia: this Agreement provides in
particular that no quantitative restriction or customs duty will be applied
to "fancy cheeses" (soft ripened cheese), while for Edam and Gouda cheeses
the duty of $A0.096/kg. will be charged on an amount not exceeding
1,000 tons per annum; on other cheeses this same duty will be charged on
an amount not exceeding 2,500 tons per annum.
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(f) Agreement between EEC and Norway: a new Agreement between Norway
and EEC based on an exchange of letters concerning mutual trade in cheeses,
entered into force on 1 January 1986 (OJ L22 of 29 January 1986).

The purpose of the Agreement is to make it possible to stabilize trade
at a quantitative level corresponding to the traditional trade:

- Imports into Norway:

for all types and varieties of cheeses, within the limit of:

1,960 tons for 1986
2,060 tons for 1937
2,160 tons for 1988

- Imports into the Community:

for Jarlsberg cheese, within the limit of:

1,700 tons for 1986
1,800 tons for 1987
1,900 tons for 1988

The import levy has been fixed at 55 ECU/100 kg.

3. Products for which no refund is granted

No export refund is granted for:

- products falling within headings 04.01, 04.02, 04.03 and 23.07 of
the CCT for export to zone E (USA);

- whey, whey powder, lactose and lactose syrup falling within
sub-headings 04.01 and 04.02.A.I, 17.02.A.II and 21.07.F.I of the
CCT;

- cheese having a water content in the non-fatty matter exceeding
62 per cent, except cottage cheese and cream cheese;

- most cheeses having a dry matter content of less than 32 per
cent.

4. Milk products exported in the form of goods not covered by Annex II of
the Treaty

A refund may be granted on milk products exported in the form of goods
listed in the Annex to Regulation (EEC) No. 804/68.

This refund is calculated in relation to the quantities of milk
products incorporated in the exported end product. It is valid for one
month.
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The amount granted on incorporated milk products is normally equal to
the amount of the same products exported in unaltered state.

The general rules for fixing these refunds are set forth in
Regulation (EEC) No. 3035/80.

5. Food aid

The food aid programme of the Community for 1985 covers:

- 108,600 tons of skimmed milk powder

- 28,700 tons of butter oil.

IV. Description of internal regulations and of agreements governing
admission of products

All the measures provided for the admission of milk products into the
Community have been indicated under Sections I and II.

For full information, in particular in regard to product
classification upon import into the Community, it may be useful to annex
the explanatory notes to the Brussels nomenclature in respect of Chapter 4
(see Annex I(c)).

V. Reasons and circumstances why frontier measures were instituted

The frontier measures are solely in pursuance of the bilateral or
multilateral agreements that the Community has concluded wîth its trade
partners over many years, in order primarily:

- to develop trade in milk products;

- to import and export these milk products at prices that do not
jeopardize the Community's markets, on the one hand, and markets
of the countries of destination, on the other hand;

- to collaborate with other countries for greater stabilization of
the world market in regard to the volume of trade and prevailing
prices.
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ANNEX I(a)

CHAPTER 4

DAIRY PRODUCE; BIRDS EGGS;; NATORAL HONEY; EDIBLE pRODUCTS OF ANIMAL ORIGIN, NOT ELSEWHERE
SPECIFIED OR INCLUDED

Notes

1. The expression 'milk" means full cream or skimmed milk, buttemilk, whey, curdledmilk, kephir, yoghourt and
other fermented or sadified milk.

2. Milk and cream put up in hermetically sealed cans are regarded as preserved within the meaning of heading No
04.02. However, milk and cream are not regarded as so preserved merelyby reason of being pasteurised, sterilised
or peptonised, if they are not put up is hermetically sealed cans.

Additional Notes

1. The term "cans", as used in Note 2 to this Chapter, shall be taken to apply only to such containers ofa net capacity
nos exceeding 5 kg.

2. Theexpression "special milk for infants", as used in subheading 04.02 B I a), shall be taken to mean products free
from pathogenic and toxigenic germs and containing per gram Iess than 10 000 revvifiabie aerobic bacterna and
less than two coliform bacteria.

3. For the purpose of calculating the fat content of products falling within subheadings 04.02 B I b) and.B Il b), the
weight of any added sugar shall be disregarded.

4. The Ievy applicable to mixtures falling within this Chapter and composed of products classified under subheading
04.01 E, 17.02 A or 21.07 F I or heading No 04.02, 04.03 or 04.04 shall be than applicable to the ingredient which
involves the higher or highes: levy and which also forms at least 10% by wight of the mixture concerned.Where
tins method of assessing the levy cannot be applied, the levy to be applied to such mixtures shall be that determined
by the tariff classification of the mixtures.

Rate of duty

Heading . Autonomous 1
n umbes Description % Concessional-

or levy % I

2 3 4
1

2 31 1~~~~~~~~~~~~________

04.01 Milk and cream, fresh, not concentrated or sweetened:
A. Of a fat coment, by weight, not exceeding 6%:

I. Yoghourt, kephir, cardled milk, whey, buttermilk and other fermented
or acidified milk
a) In immediate packings of a net capacity of two litres or less.... 16 (L)
b) Other .... 16(L)

Il. Other:
a) In immediate paking ofanet capacityof twolitresorlessandofa

fat content, by weight:
1. Not exceeding4% ........ ....................... 16(L)
2. Exceeding4% .......... ........................ 16(L)

b) Other, of a fat content, by weight:
1. Noexceeding4% ........ ....................... 16(L)
2. Exceeding4% .................................. 16(L)
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Rateof duty
Heading Autonomous

number % Conventional

1 2 3 4

04.01 B. Other, of a fat content, by weight:
(con't) 1.Exceeding6% butnotexeeding21% ....................... 16(L)

Il.Exceeding21% but notexceeding45% .16(L)
III.Exceeding45% .16(L)

04.02 Milk and cream, preserved, concentraed orsweetened:

A. Not containing added sugar:
I. Whey ... 18(L)

II. Milk and cream, in powder or granules:
a) In immediate packings of a not capacity of 2,S kg or less and of a fat

content, by weight:
1. Not exceeding 1,5% .18(L)
2. Exceeding1,5% but not exceeding27% ................ 18(L)
3. Exceeding27% but not exceeding29% .18(L)
4. Exceeding 29% .18 CL)

b) Other, of a fat content, by weight:
1. Notexceeding1,5% .18(L)
2. Exceeding 1,5 % but not exceeding 27 % .18 CL)
3. Exceeding 27 % but not exceeding 29 % .18 CL)
4. Exceeding29% .18L)

III.Milk and cream, other than in powder or granules:

a) In immediatepackings of a not capacty of 2,5 kg or less and of a fat
content, by weight, not exceeding Il %:
1. Of a fat content, by weight, not exceeding 8,9 % .18 ML)
2. Other........................................... 18!L)

b) Other, of a fat content by weight:
1. Not exceeding45% .18L)
2. Exceeding4S% .1(L)

B. Containing added sugar:
I. Milk and cream,in powder or granules:

a) Special milk for infants,in hermetically sealed containers of a not
capacity of 500 g or less and of a fat content, by weight, exceeding10% butnotexceeding27% (a). 23(L)

b) Other.
1. ln immediate packings of a nor capacity of 2,5 kg or less and ofa

fat content, by weight:
aa Notexceeding1;S% .23(L)
bb) Exceeding1, % butnotexceeding 27 % ............. 23 (L)
cc) Exceeding27 % ............ ....... 23 (L)

2. Other, of a fat content, by weight:
aa) Notexceeding1, % ........................ 23(L)
bb) Exceeding,5% butnotexceeding27% .23(L)
cc) Exceeding27% .23L)

(a) Entry underthis subheading it subjectas inud by .1.-o-ep-audnkidi.
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or levy _
_ _'1 t 1 4 -

04.02 B. II Milkand cream, otherthan in powderorgraunles:
(cont'd) a)In immediate packings; of a net capacity of 2,5kg orless of a fat

content,by weight, notexceeding 9,5 % ......... ......... (L) _
b) Other,of afat content by weight

1. Not g4S% ............ .................. 23(L) _
2. Exceeding45% ............. ; ........... 23(L)_

04.03 Buernr
A. Of afat content,by weight, notexcoeeding85 %........... 24(L)-
B. Other% .................................................. 24(L)_

04.04 Cheese and curd:
A. EmmenulerGruybrc, Sbrinz, Bergkic, Appenizc, Vacheri bourgeois

and Tète de moine, nt grated or powdered ...... ................ 23 (L) (a)
B. Glarus herb cheese (kmow as Schabziger), made from skimmed milk and

mixed with finely-ground herbs (b) .......... .................... 23 (L) (c) 12
C. Blue-veined cheese, not gated or powdered ...... ................ 23 (L) -

D. Processed cheese, fot grated or powdered, of a fat: content, by weight:
1. Not exceeding 36% ad of a fat content, by weight, in the dry

matter.
a) Not exceeding48% .............. 23(L)
b) Exceeding 48 % ..................................... 23(L)

11. Exceeding 36% ........................................ 23(L)

E. Other:

1. Not grated or powdered, of a fat content, by weight, not exceeding 40 %
and a water content, calculated by weight of the non-fatty matter:
a) Not exceeding47% ...............;23(L) _

b) Exceeding 47 % but notexceeding72 %:

1. Cheddar ....................................... 23(L) (d) (e)
2. Other ...... ..,. 23(L) (e)

Entry underthissubheading is subject to conditions to be by the oepuai mudiimiu
(c) Thelevycannot exceed 6% of thevalue
(d) Within thelimitof anannual W of9000tonnestobe grantedby the competent authorities of rateof 15 ECU per 100 kg per weight isprovidedforwhole Cheddar

cheeses of a minimumfor content of50% by weight inthedry manafor or leastthreemonths.
For these purpose " whole cheeses"

1. cheesesof the conventionallist cylindrical shape of a wex weightofnotlessthan33kgbutnot more than 44 k.
2.cheeses of the conventional listcylindircla shape ofa wexweightof10kgormore
Furthurmore, entry under thisquota shall be subjectto conditions to bedeterminedbythecompetentauthorities.

(e) Within thelimit of as tariff quota of 3 500 pumda.a tUE CUJp 3Oksg t-deisWo ddmrci
subheading ex 04.04 E1b)1and other cheeses ofsubheadingex04.04E1 b)2for processing.

Furthermore, ff " qoe aet . md m be m .wbemlhimmbamWl bt s taidedt
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Rate of duty

Description % Conventional
(L)

2 3 4

1.04 E. L c) Exceeding 72%:
(cont'd) 1. ln immediatepackingsofa netcapacity not exeedingg500g 23 (L)-

2.1 t5e. ..................................... ..... 23(L)

II. Other-.
a) Grated orpowdered. . . 23(L)
b)Other ... 23(L) _

04.05
Birds' eggs and egg yolks,fresh dried or otherwise preserved, sweetenedor
not.

A. Eggsin shell, fish orpreserved:
1. Poultryeggs:

a) Eggs for hatching (a):
1. Ofturkey orgeese........... ...................... 12(L)_
2 Other........ ................................... 12(L)_

b) Other ............................................. 12(L)_

Il. Other eggs . . .12 -

B. Eggs, not in shell;egg yolks:
1. Suitable for human comsumption:

a) Eggs, not an shell:
1. Dried .22(L)
2.Other .......................................... 22(L)_

b) Egg yolks:
1. Liquid ................. ......................... 22(L)
2 Frozen ..................... .................... 22(L)
3. Dried ................ .......................... 22(L)

Il. Other (b) ............................................. Free Free

04.06 Natural honey ............................................... 30 27

04.07 Edible productsof animal origin,not elsewhere specified or included..... 12

(a) Onlypoultry eggswhichfulfil theconditions stipulatedbythe competent authorities areeligiblefor entry under this subheading
(b)Entry under this subheading issubjectto conditions tobedetermined by thecompetentauthorities.
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ANNEX 1(b)

ANNEX

HEADINGS OR SUBHEADINGS OF WHICH ONLY PART IS COVERED BY A GATT
CONCESSION OR IN WHICH DIFFERENT CONCESSIONS HAVE BEEN GRANTED

Rate of
Heading Description Conventional
number du"

01.06 Other live anima:l

ex C. Other:
- Hares, partridges and pheasants ................................... F.ree

03.01 Fish, fresh (live or dead), chilled or frozen:

A. Freshwater fish:
IV. Other: ,
- Aquarium fish ................................................ Fre |
- Other .............. -----------------------.-------------..

03.03 Crustaceans and molluses , whether in shell or: not, fresh (live or dead), chilled .frozen,salted, in
brint or dried; crustaceans, in shell, simply bolled in water:

A. Crustateans:
ex 1. Crawfish: I

-Crawish tails............ . .

04.04 Cheese and curd:

ex A. Emmentaler, Gruyeère, Sbnnz.Bergkaise and Appenzell, not grated or powdered:
Of a minimum fatcontentof 45 % by weight, in the dry matter, matured for at least
three months, (a):
- Whole cheeses (b) of a fre-at-frontirr value per 100 kg net weight of:
- Not lessthan 141,45 ECU, but iess than 171337 ECU (excluding Appeael)

(c) (d) ............................................. . 24.18ECU
per 100) kgI
net weight;

- Not less than 171,37 ECU (excluding Bergkise) (c) ................ 9.07 ECU
per100 kg
net weight

- Piecs packed in vacuum or in iner gas:
- With rind on at least one side, of a net weight:
- Of not less than 1 kg but less than 5 kg and of a free- at-frontier value of

not less than 165,63 ECU but less than 205,2 ECU pet 100 kg net
weight (excluding Appenzell) (c) (d) ........................ ,100 kECU

net weight

.8> Emy t&r sh.wua th uadt* absm n "o n b douve W Rit pmn_ suheri.
61 Tht esprum 'wkokRg saht bc ukran te uakf dm mdcd h:

- Lmtlms: sbu .» 60 kg _ao m u dm 130 ka.- Cmu.Sn: lm rdm 20kg_ ammm dka.
-_OeTrlmm ha JO ka bu Mas ha 60 kg
- A"u: au hu a 6 kgb4 am- ohm à kg.

ich Tt auenm muam thhnaIU ,m1ue ha» s Zlan_ as _. epmf a t olah.uuencf o m_
*Wsh tciet mm I JOY 1970 thet l Imms aha ku sdpmd unemaaall -M the 5 shaf lnman dwowmmf bde nas wI pms h. E wfuhalff ab the

Wch sdsumm lau baud _mm e o d 14 ECU l dhe amm lee fe op upwuad RIdmmuau m mli ECU Pw00i4 id IW usmus
aaigu preu atMds ehh tmwamp.

(d)The Community reservesthe right as anManilp__ from 24,1B ECU to 1ECU subject to as 1id Cl0 sEC lal4 iauk--
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ANNEX
(cont' d)

Rage of

Heading conventionalnumber duty

04.04 ex A. - Not less than 1 kg and of a free-at-frontier value of not less than 205,52
(coni:d) ECU per 100 kg net weight (exuding Bergkise) (a) .... . 9,07 ECU

per 100 kg
net weight

-Other, of a net weight of les than 450 g an of a free-at-frontier value of not
less than 229,70 ECU per 100 kg net weight (other than Bergkise) (a) (b) 9,07 ECU

per 100 kg
net weight

ex 05.09 Horns, antlers, hooves, nails, daws (excluding daws of tortoise-shell) and beaks, unworked or
simply prepared but not cut to shape, and waste and powder of these products; whalebone and
the like, unworked or simply prepared but not cut to shape, and hair and waste of these
products.. Free

OS.1S Animal products not elsewhere specified or included; dead animals of Chapter1 or Chapter 3,
unfit for human consumption:
ex A. Fish, crustaceans and molluscs:

- Fsh roes; sated cod roe foruse as bait .Free

09.10 Thyme, saffron and bay leaves; other spices:
D. Ginger
- In the form of whole teets, pieces or slices:
- For the industrialmanufacture of essential cils or resinoids (c) .Fret
- Other ....... 17

- Other ......................................................... Free

E. Turmeric (curcuma); fenugreek seed:
- Fenugreek seed, ground ........... 2
- Other ......................................................... Free

11.04 Flour of the dried leguminous vegetables falling within beading No 07.0S or of the fruits falling
within any heading m Chapter 8; flour ad meal of sago and of rootsand tubers falling within
heading No 07.06:

ex A. Flour of the dried leguminous vegetables falling within heading No 07.05:
- Of peas, beans lentils .12

ex 12.01 |0i setds and oleginous fnit, wholt or broken, other tuan castor'see ..... ......... |dFret

ta) The Camum ,neur thmriot toeepi,vy e lis o duiichan utlm pedfl in twu of o o
Wth dkct hemm I July 1,70 r vlue Imm l kabapuod m.ammby oa dut ba et dunen de laenen deeemm tw hwaum ol pnas, oEmmeutakrnOh

Ladu aduaaue. aibiD ba - - maa adumm ci 14 ECU in mf*uawuwm vwe"ew mtamy d o dowuamiiwwemeuIt ECU per 100kdtouf.cornas
Maisptoo ink sinh Cmuonty.

(b> Voaaumdj eotàmi Vuda cd Mn da 450 g uWify io w_-man m.IY ilf did pduâmp bn etkI dgthlom panxulan:

(c)Enry underthissubheading is subjectto e - b dnarenin b, dei emptemm awiàwa.
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ANNEX I(c)

COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 2915/79
of 18 December 1979

determining the groups of products and the special provisions for calculating
levies on milk and milk products and amending Regulation (EEC) No 950/68 on

the Common Customs Tariff

(OJ No. L 329 of 24 December 1979, p. 1)

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITIES,

Having regard to the Treay establishing the European
Economic Community,

Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No
804/68 of 27 June 1968 on the common organization
of the market in milk and milk products as last
amended by Regulation (EEC) No 1761/78 and in
particular Article 14(6) thereof,

Having regard to the proposal from the Commission,

Whereas the provisions of Council Regulation (EEC)
No 823168 of 28 June 1968 determining the groups
of products and the special provisions for calculating
levies on milk and milk products as last amended
by Regulation (EEC) No 1000178 have been altered
several times; whereas it seems desirable for the sake
of clarity to recast this Regulation;

Whereas the products referred to in Article 1 (a) (2)
and (b) to (g) of Regulation (EEC) No 804168 should
be divided into groups, each group being composed of
products with sufficiently comparable characteristics
for trade purposes; whereas the most representative
product for each group should be described as the
pilot product;

Whereas, however, special provisions must be made
for calculating the Ievy on assimilated products where
the levy calculated for the pilot product does not
correspond to the difference between the prices of
those products in world trade and on the Community
market;

Whereas. for products in small packages, the levy
must be calculated on the basis not only of the price
difference tor the product itself but also of a fixed

component intended to give a certain amount of
protection to the Community processing industry;

Whereas, for products containing sugar, the Ievy must
include a fixed component representing the value of
the sugar used in their manufacture; whereas in such
cases the milk component of the levy on those
products must be derived by means of a coefficient
expressing the weight ratio between the milk ingredi-
ents and the product itself;

Whereas, for powders with a fat content of over
1-5 %, the levy, or in the case of compound products
or products in small packages the milk component of
the levy, should be calculated on the basis of the Yat
content of the pilot product unless the fat content of
those various products is greater than that of the pilot
product; whereas, in the latter case, the levy or the
milk component of the levy must be calculated on the
basis of a standard fat content corresponding to that of
the products on the market;

Whereas the most usual ingredients of compound
feedingstuffs and those having most effect on price
formation are cereal products and milk products;
whereas. therefore, provision should be made for calcu-
lating the levy on these foodstuffs on the basis of their
starch and milk product content; whereas. however, a
starch content of not more than 10 % need not be
taken into account; whereas, with this method of
calculation. feedingstuffs must be grouped under tariff
headings according to the contents referred to above
and a standard starch and milk produce content must
be taken into account for each tariff heading; whereas
the lowest possible starch content and the highest
possible milk product content should be used for this
purpose; whereas, in fact, milk ingredients have a
much greater effect on price formation than cereal
ingredients; whereas the cereal component of tht levy
may be derived, on the basis of the starch content
assumed, from the average levy on maize, that being
the product most commonly used in the manufacture
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of compound feedingstuffs; whereas the most usual
milk ingredient of compound feedingstuffs is skim.
med-milk powder; whereas, therefore, the Ievy on that
product should be used to calculate the milk compo-
nent of the levy; whereas the levy on compound
feedingstuffs must include a fixed component for the
protection of the processing industry; whereas the
component is likely to offset the disparity between
Community prices and world market prices for
produces other chan cereals and milk products which
may be used in compound feedingstuffs;

Whereas the import levy on special milk for infants,
Tilsit cheese and processed cheeses derived from
Emmentaler, Gruyère or Appenzell as well as Cheddar
and other cheeses Intended for processing music be
calculated consistently with relevant Community
commitments;

Whereas the tariff nomenclature resulting from appli-
cation of this Regulation is adopted in the Common
Customs Tariff,

HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:

Whereas, for processed cheeses other chan chose
derived from Emmentaler, Gruyère or Appenzell and
for the same reasons as led to the adoption of the
present system. a system for deriving the levy should
be adopted which is identical to chat used for those
produces hitherto; whereas a central feature of this
system is the use as calculation factors of the levies on
butter and on the pilo, product of Group 19; where
a change in the manufacturing process of these
products and a growth in demand for a product with a
higher fat content have shown chat the percentages
used hitherto for such derivation do not in all cases
allow the objectives of the levy system to be attained;
whereas, therefore, they must be fixed at more suitable
levels;

Whereas the quantity of primary milk products
required for the manufacture of fresh cheeses and
curds is less chan chat required for the manufacture of
the pilot product of the group; whereas, therefore. a
levy derived from the levy on the pilot product should
be applied to these primary products, chat levy being
adjusted by a coefficient expressing the overall ratio of
the abovementioned quantities;

Whereas for certain kinds of fresh, condensed or
concentrated milk with a high fat content the levy
may be cakulated on the basis of the levy on butter.
using standard coefficients representing the fat
content ratio; whereas the same applies to butter
other chan chat falling within the same tariff
suheading as the pilot product;

Whereas, because of their composition and in parti-
cular their very high fat content, certain products
falling within subheading 04.04 E Il are likely. after
importation into the Communty. to be used as a
basic produce in place of butter for the manufacture cf
other goods; whereas. consequently, the levy must be
fixed it a level which will ensure chat outlets for
Community produced butter used in the manufacture
of these other goods are not diminished by the impor-
tation of the products in question;

Article 1

1. The groups of products referred to in Article 14
(3) of Regulation (EEC) No 804/68 and the pilot
product for each group shall be as indicated in
Annex 1.

2. " ..."(a)

A article 2

The levy on 100 kilograms of a product in Group 2
shall be equal:

1. If it falls within subheading 04.02 A II a) 1, to the
sum of the following components:

(a) a component equal to the levy on the pilot
product; and

(b) a component equal to 7-25 ECU;

2. if it falls within subheading 04.02 B I b) I aa), to
the sum of the following components:

(a) a component calculated in accordance with
point 3 (a);

(b) a component equal to 725 ECU; and

(c) à component to take account of the quantity of
added sugar;

3. if it falls within subheading 04.02 B I b) 2 aa), to
the sum of the following components:

(a) a component equal to the levy on the pilot
product, multiplied by a coefficient expressing
the weight ratio between the milk powder
content of the product and the product itself;
and

(b) a component to cake account of the quantity of
added sugar;

(a) deleted by R.(EEC) 1463/82
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4. if it falls within subheading ex 23.07 B. to the sum
of the following components:
(a) a component applicable only if the starch

content of the product in question exceeds
10 %, such component being equal to the
average of the levies for 100 kilograms of
maize, multiplied by a coefficient of:
- 0-16 for products falling within subheading

23.07 B 1 b) 3,
- 050 for products falling within subheading

23.07 B I c) 3.

The average of the levies on 100 kilograms of
maize shall bc equal to the average of the levies
calculated for tht first 25 lays of the month
preceding the month of importation, adjusted
where necessary by reference to the threshold
price ruling in the month of importation;

(b) a component equal to the levy on the pilot
product of Group 2 multiplied by a coefficient
of:
- 075 for products falling within subheading

23.07 B I a) 3,
- 0-98 for products falling within subheadings

23.07 B I a) 4 and 23.07 B Il,
- 0 90 for products falling within subheading

23.07 B I b) 3,
- 070 for products falling within subheading

23.07 B I c) 3;
(c) a component equal to 24' ECU.

A r:icI 3

The levy on 100 kilograms of a product in Group 3
shall bt equal:
1. if it falls within subheading 04.02 A Il a) 2 to the

sum of the following components:
(a) a component equal to the levy on the pilot

product; and
(b) a component equal to 7-25 ECU;

2. if it falls within subheading 04.02 A Il a) 3. to the
sum of the following components:
(a) a component equal to the levy calculated in

accordance with point 4; and
(b) a component equal to 7 25 ECU;

3. if it falls within subheading 04.02 A Il a) 4, to the
sum of the following components:
(a) a component equal to the levy cal-ulated in

accordance with point 5; and
(b) a component equal to 725 ECU;

4. if it falls within subheading 04.02 A Il b) 3, to the
sum of tht following components:
(a) a component equal to the levy on the pilot

product; and
(b) a component equal to 2-42 ECU;

5. il it falls within subheading 04.02 A Il b) 4. to the
sum of the following components:

(a) a component equal to the levy on the pilot
product; and

(b) a component fixed on the basis of the amount
by which the value of a product falling within
that subheading and with a fat content by
weight of 45 %, or with a higher fat content if
it is found that products with a higher content
arc on the market exceeds the value of the
pilot product;

6. if it falls within subheading 04.02 B I a). to 3627
ECU;

7. if it falls within subheading 04.02 B I b) I bl). to
the sum of the following components:
(a) a component calculated in accordancc with

point 9 (a);
(b) a component equal to 7-25 ECU; and
(c) a cornponent to take account of the quantity

of added sugar;

8. if it falls within subheading 04.02 B I b) 1 cc). to
the sum of the following components:
(a) a component calculated in accordance with

point 10 (a);
(b) a component equal to 7-25 ECU; and
(c) a component to take account of the quantity

of added sugar;

9. if it fails within subheading 04.02 B l b) 2 bb). to
the sum of tht following components:

(a) a component equal to tht levy on the pilot
product, mulitplied by a coefficient expressing
the weight ratio between the milk powder
contained in the product and tht product
itself; and

(b) a component to take account of tht quantity
of added sugar;

10. if it falls within subheading 04.02 B I b) 2 cc), to
the sum of the following components:
(a) a component equal to the levy calculated in

accordance with point 5, multiplied by a coef-
ficient expressing the weight ratio between the
milk powder contained in the product and the
product itself; and

(b) a component to take account of the quantity
of added sugar.

Article 4

The levy on 100 kilograms of a product in Group 4
and falling within subheading 04.02 A III a) 2 shall be
equal to the levy on the pilot product multiplied by a
coefficient of 1.35.
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Article 5

The levy on 100 kilograms of a product in Group 6
shall be equal:

1. if it falls within subheading 04.01 A I a). to the
sum of the following components:

(3) a component calculated in accordance with
point 5 (a);

(b) a component calculated in accordance with
point 5 (b);

(c) a component equal to 604 ECU;

2. if it falls within subheading 04.01 A I b), to the
sur of the following components:

(a) a component calculated in accordance with
point 5 (a);

(b) a component calculated in accordance with
point 5 (b);

(c) a component equal to 3-63 ECU;

3. if it falls within subheading 04.01 A Il a) 1, to the
sum of the following components:

(a) a component calculated in accordance with
point 5 (a);

(b) a component calculated in accordance with
point 5 (b);

(c) a component equal to 3-63 ECU;

4. if it falls within subheading 04.01 A Il a) 2, to the
sum of the following components:

(2) a component calculated in accordance with
point 6 (a);

(b) a component calculated in accordance with
point 6 (b);

(c) a component equal to 3-63 ECU;

5. if it falls within subheading 04.01 A Il b) 1. to the
sum of the following components:

(a) a component equal to the levy on the pilot
product of Group 2, multiplied by à coefficient
of 00862;

(b) a component equal to the levy on the pilot
- product of Group 6, multiplied by a coeffcient
of 00476;

(c) à component equal to 2-42 ECU;

6. if it falls within subheading 04.01 A Il b) 2, to the
sum of the following components:

(a) a component equal to the levy on the pilot
product of Group 2, tnultiplied by a coefficient
of 00862;

(b) a compontent equal to the levy on the pilot
product of Group 6. multiplied by a coefficient
of 00714;

(c) à component equal to 242 ECU.

However, where the price on importation into the
Community of a product falling within subheading
04.01 A is recorded as not being in a normal relation-
ship to the prices usually prevailing in respect of
other milk products, a levy may be fixed equa! to the
sum of the following components:

(a) a component equal to the amount resulting from
the provisions laid down in the preceding subpara-
graph;

(b) an additional component fixed at a level allowing
the normal relationship between the price of the
product in question and the prices of other milk
products on importation into the Community to
be re-established.

Article 6

The levy on 100 kilograms of a product in Group E
shall be equal:

1. if it falls within subheading 04.01 B I, to the levy
on the pilot product multiplied by a coefficient c
0-26;

2. if it falls within subheading 04.01 B Il or 04.02 f
III b) 1, to the levy on the pilot product multipliet
by a coefficient of 0-55;

3. if it falls within subheading 04.01 B Ill or 04.02 I
III b) 2, to the levy on tht pilot product multiplied
by a coefficient of 0-85;

4. if it falls within subheading 04.02 B Il b) 1, to the
sum of the following components:

(a) a component equal to the levy calculated ii
accordance with point 2, multiplied by a coeffi
cient expressing tht weight ratio between the
milk ingredients of the product and th
product itself; and

(b) a component to take account of the quantity c
added sugar;

5. if it falls within subheading 04.02 B Il b) 2, to th
sum of the following components:

(a) a component equal to the levy calculated i
accordance with point 3, multiplied by a coeffi
cient expressing the weight ratio between th
milk ingredients of the product and the
product itself; and

(b) a component to take account of the quantity c
added sugar;

6. il it falls within subheadinf 04.01 B, to the lessa'
the pilot productmultipliedina

1.22.
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"1. Th levy on 100 kilograms of a product
belonging to Group 7 shaIl be:
- 1813 ECU in respectof the products appearing

under (a) and (c) in Annex II,
- 9-07 ECU in respect of the produce appearing

under (b) in AnnexII
if it is established to the products correspond to
the description and, where provision is made
therefor, that the applicable free-at-frontier value in
complied with.

2. The free-at-frontier value limit for the
products described under (a) and (b) in Annex II
shall be increased or reduced by 14 ECU for any
upward or downward movement of I ECU per 100
kilograms of the common target price for milk

Article8
The Ievy on a product belonging to Group 9 and
falling within subheading 04.04 B shall be limited
to 6% of its customsvalue. I (b)

Article 9 (x)

'1. The Ievy on 100 kilogram of products in
Group.10 in Annex Il

- under (c) shall be 12.09 ECU,
- under (e) and (f) shall be 15 ECU,

if it is established that the products correspond to
the description given in that Annex " (c)

*2. The free-at-frontier
products referred to in
increased or decresed by
increase or decrease in
Cheddar " (a)

value limit for the
paragraph 1 shall be
an amount equal to any
the threshold price of

"Article10
1. Without prejudice to paragraph 2, the Ievy on
100 kilogram of a product belonging to Group Il
shall be equal:

A. if itls within subheading 04.04 DI a), to the
sum of the following components:

(a) a component equal to 80 % of the Ievy on
the pilot product of Group 11;

(b) a component equal to 5 % of the levy on
the pilot product of Group 6; and

(c) a component equal to 1209 ECU;

B. it itfalls within subheading 04.04 D I b) to he
sum of the following components:

(a) a compontent equal to 60 % of the levy on
the pilot product of Group 11;

(b) a component equalto 24% of the levy on
the pilot product of Group 6; and

(c) a component equal to 1209 ECU;

C. if it falls withinsubheading 04.04D Il, the
sum of the following components:

(a) a component equal to the levy calculated in
accordance with point B; aud

(b) a component equal to 9672 ECU;

D. if it falIs within subheading 04.04 E I c) 1, to
75% of the levy on the pilot produce;

E. if it falls within subheadings 04.04 E I c) 2 or
04.04 E II b), to the sum of the following
components:

(a) a component equal with levy on the pilot
product of Group 11; ad

(b) a component equal to9672 ECU.

2. However, the levt on 100 kilograms of the
products described under (g) and (h) in Annex Il
shall be 36-27 ECU if it is established that the
products correspond to the description and, where
provision is made therefor, that the applicable free-
at-fontier value is complied with. " (b)

(a) R. (EEC) 1463/82
[/R. (EEC) 3268/81]

(b) R. (EEC) 1463/82
(c) R. (EEC) 3340/84

[R. (EEC) 3268/81]
[R. (EEC) 146382]

(x) Derogation [R. (EEC) 2692/83]
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Article Il

"1. Without prejudice to paragraphs 2. 3, 4
and 5, (xx) the levy on 100 kilograms of the
products -belonging to Group 11 shall be equal
to the threshold price, less:

-249,04 ECU pet 100 kilograms in respect of the
product described under (i) in Annex Il,

- 249,04 ECU pet 100 kilograms plus a component
equal to 24,18 ECU in respect of the product
described under (k) in Annex Il,

- 261,13 ECU pet 100 kilograms in respect of the
products described under (1) and (m) in Annex II,

provided the import price is not less than the amount
deduced from the threshold price. The import price for
the produce described under (m) Annex Il must not,
however, be less than 243,00 ECU per 100 kilograms.
Moreover, it must be established that the products
correspond to the description in Annex II.(c)

". Thet lev y on 1f00 kilograms of the products
listed under (n) and (r) in Annex in shall be 55

ECU if it is established that the products corre-
spond to the description therin.;" (b) (x)

Where the price on importation into the Community
of an assimilated product, the levy on which differs
from that on its pilot product, is recorded as being
considerably less than the price which would
normally apply in relation to the price of the pilot
product, the levy shall be equal to the sum of the
following components:

(a) a component equal to the amount resulting from
those provisions of Articles 2 to 7 which apply to
the assimilated product -in question; and

(b) an additional component fixed at a level allowing
the normal relationship between prices on importa-
tion into the. Community to be re-established,
taking into consideration the composition and
quality of the assimilated producs.

Article 13

A component to take account of the quantity of added
sugar shall be equal to the average of the levies on 50
kilograms of white sugar during the first 20 days of
the month preceding the month when the levy on the
milk product in question is applicable.

"3. The levy on 100 kilograms of the products
described under (o) and (p) in Annex II shall be 50

ECU if it is established that the product corres-

pond to the description therein.

4. The Ievy en 100 kilograms of the produce
describedunder(q)inAnnexshall be 18-13ECU
if it is established that the product correspond to

the description therein l (a)

"5. "..." (e) tle levy on 100 kilograms of a

product appearing under (s) -in AnenexIIshall
be 55.0 ECU. provided it in established that
the products correspond to the description
appearing therein." (d)

(a) R. (EEC) 1463/82
[R. (EEC) 853/81]
[R. (EEC) 1191/82]

(b) R. (EEC) 3042182
(c) R. (EEC) 1300/85

[R. (EEC) 853/81 R.
R. (EEC) 1191/82 R.
R. (EEC) 1463/82 R.

(d) R. (EEC) 1736/84
(e) Deleted by R. CEEC)

(x) Suspension repealed by
R.( CEEC) 919/83

(EEC)
(EEC)
(EEC)

Application suspended by
R. (EEC) 3534/82 in respect of

1206/83
859/84 (xx) Corrigendum O.J. No. L 184 of

1736/84 17.7.85, p. 19

(r)

3690/84

Article 12
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Article 14

1. The milk product content of products falling
within subheading ex 23.07 B. when imported from
third countries, shall be determined by applying a
coefficient of 2 to the lactose content per 100 kilo-
grams of the product in question.

2. The methods for defining the starch content of
products falling within subheading ex 23.07 B shall be
determined according to the procedure laid down in
Article 26 of Regulation (EEC) No 272717S

Article 15

1. Regulation (EEC) No 823/68 is hereby repealed.

2. In all Community instruments where there is
reference to Regulation (EEC) No 823/68 or to certain
Articles thereof, that reference shall be considered to
refer to this Regulation or to the corresponding Arti-
cles thereof.

Article 16

The Common Customs Tariff annexed to Regulation
(EEC) No 950/68 is hereby amended in accordance
with Annex Ill to this Regulation.

Article 17

This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January
1980.

This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member
States.

Done at Brussels, 18 December 1979.

For the Council

The President
B. LENIHAN
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"ANNEXI" (a)

Number Groups of productsof accordingto the Pilot product for eachgroupofproducts
group Common Customs Tariff

04.02A I

04.02A Il a) 1
04.02 A Il b) 1
04.02 B 1 b) 1 )
04.02 B I b) 2 u)

ex 23.07 B

04.2A Il a) 2
04.02A Il1 3
04.02 AI a)4
O4O2A II b) 2
04D2A Il b) 3
04.02A II b) 4
04.02B1 a)
04Q2 B 1 b) I bb)
04.2 B l b) 1 cc)
04.02 8 1 b) 2 bb)
04.02 B 1 b) 2 cc)
04.02A III a)

04.02 B Ila)

04.01
04.02 A lII b)
04.02BIl b)
04.03
04.04 A

04.04 C

04.04 E I a)
04.04 3
04.04 E U a)

04.04E1b)1

04.4 D
04.04 E l b) 2
04.04 E I c)
04.04 E Il b)

17.02 A Il
21.07 FI

Powderd whey, obtained by the spray process with a water
content of less than 5 % by weight,in in packages normally
usedin thetrade of a net content of 25 kg or more.

Milk powder. obtained by the sprayprocess,with a fat
content of less than 1-5 % by weight and a watercontent of
leus than 5 % by weight in packages normally used in the
trade of a net content of 25 kg or more.

Milk powder. obtained by the spray process, with a fat
content of26 % by weight and a water content of less than
5 %. by weight in packages normally used in the trade of a
net content of 25 kg or more.

Concentrated milk. with a fatcontent of 7-5 % by weight
and a dry matter content of 25 % by weight, in cases or
cartons of 96 tins of a net content of 170 g

Concentrated milk with added sugar. with a fat content of
9 % by weight and a lactic dry matter content of 31 %. by
weight in cases or cartons of 48 tins of a net contentof
397 g.

Buner with a fat content of 82 % by weight in packed
normally used in the trade of a net content of 25 kg or
more.

Emmentaler cheese, whole, matured for three to four
months with a fat content of 45 % by weight. in the dry
matter, withoutpackage.
Blue-veined cheese, whole with a fat content of 45 % by
weight, dry matter, in packages normally used in the the.
Parmigano Reggiano cheese, whole, mattured for 18
months, with a fat content of 32 % by weight. in the dry
matter, without packaging.
Chedder cheese, whole, matured for three months, with a
fat content of 50 % by weight, in the dry matter and a
water content byweight of the non-fatty master greater than
50 % and not more than 57 % withoutpackaging.
Whole cheese, matured for six to eight weeks, with a fat
content of 45 % by weight, in the dry matter, without pack-
aging.

Lactose containing in the dry state. 98 5 % by weight of
the pure product in packages normal used in the made.

(a) R. (EEC) 1463182

1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
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CCT
heading Description
No.

(a) "ex" (b) 04.04 A Emmentaler. Gruvre, Sbnna Bergkase. Appenxeil Vachern fribourgeous
and mte de moine. noy: grated powdered. of a minimum fat content of
45 % by weight in the dry matter marred for a last two months in the
case of Vachens fribourgeous and at least three months an the other cases:
- whole checks wit rand of a free-at-fronuer value per 100 kilograms net

weight of 34846 ECU or more but less than 372-64 ECU.
- pieces packed in vacuum or inter gas with and on a: a: least one sad:.

of a net weight ofnet less than 1 kg but less than 5 kg and of a free-at-
frontier value of net less than 372-64 ECU but Iess than 396-82 ECU
per 100 kilograms net .weight

(b) "exn (b) 04.04 A mmetaier. Cnvêr Sbn.z. Bergkase .Appentell. Vacnenn iribourgeois
and tête de moine. not grated or powdered. of a minimum fat content of
45 % by weight, in the dry matter. matured for at least two months in the
case of Vacherin fribourgoes and at least three months in the other cases:
- whole cheeses with rinc of a free-at-frontier value per 100 kilograms net

weight of 37264 ECU or more.
- pieces packed in vacuum c:r in nert e witn rind on at least one since of

a net weight of not less mta 1 kg and ci a iree-sta:.ontier -a.ue ai no:
less than 39682 ECU ver 100 kiicrzms net weight.

- pieces packed in vacuum or iner: ras o a net weight of not more tnan
450 grans and ai a à%ee-at-=nuer vaiue ci net iess cnan 430-, E=Ct
per 100 kiloera5s ne: Velent

<c) "ex" (b) 04.04 A Emmentaler. Gruvère, Sbin and Bergaise. net grated or prowcrer. ci a
mnirnmum ft content Oa 45 %i bv WeaCRt an Le dryv tmea. maturei ior a:
least mure montns:
-whoie cheeses wiu nnr vwthin an annual tariff Iuota ai:

(a) 5000 tonnes. ongmnamaq an Austna. (1)
(b) 6,250 tonnes, including the Finlandia quota referred to

in (a) originatinZ in Finland (b)
pieces ozc ed in vacuum or an incr gas. with nnd on a: a: least one
side. of a net weicat ai ne: iess thar.à Ikg but less tnan 5 kw within an
annual rariif quota ci:
(a) 3000 tonnes, crgonaung ira Austra. Cx)
(b) 1,600 tonnes, (<b) originating in Finland (xx)

I.

(a) R.(EEC) 1463/82
R.(EEC) 1361/8J
R.(EEC) 853/81
IR. tEEC) 1191/82

(b) R.(EEC) 3690/84
IDerogations: R.(EEC)
L R.(EEC)

(x) Derogation years 1984
(xx) derogation year 1984:

3148/8
1736/8J
and 1985: R.(EEC)
R.(EEC) 1736/84

1473/84

"ANNEX II " (a)
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CCT
heading Description

(d) "ex" (a) 04.014 E I b) 1 Cheddat madefrom usnourze milk ofaminimumfat contentof 50%
by weight in the dry matter manured foratleastnine months of a free-atfrontier value per 100 kilograms net weight of not less than:
- 27796 ECU, in respect of whole cheeses
- 296<10 ECU in respectsof cheeses of a net weight of not less than 500

- 308.I9EUin respect ofcheeses a netweight oflessthan 500 grams

within au annual tariff quotasof "2,750 tonnes". (a)

(e) ex 04&.014 E 1 b) 1 Whole Cheddar cheeses of minimum fat content of50% by weight in
the dry matter, matured for at least three months within an annual
tariff quota or 9,000 tonnes

(1ex 014.014 E I b) i - Cheddar.
ex 014.014 E I b) 2 - Other cheeses falling within subheading 04.04 E Ib)2

for processing, within an annual tariff quota of

3,500 tonnes

(g) "ex" (a) 014.014 D Processedcheesenotgratedor powdered intheblending of which only
Emmentaler, Gruyete and Appenzell have been used and which may
contair.. a an addition, Glamz hazb cheese (knon es Schah igair put up
for rmal sair, of s fi"ae-m:-rouuc value of uat leu, han 243 ECU per 100
kilograms net we:ight sud of a lu cotrnen. by wpgRh4 in the dry ~mauct Dot
emoeeding 56%

(hl "ex" (a> 014.014 D Pocessed cheese, not grated or powdered. in dte bledzng of whicà oniy
Emmernaier, Gnzvère snd Appe=Uzl have beech umed and which miuy
cornain. as an tddÙiaan Glarw herb cheese (known as Schabzigar) put up
for rail sale sud of s bc content, by weight. in the dry mactez, not
ezceeding 56 % vfthiu au mnual tariff quota of:

(s) 3700 tonom~ originaciugiluhzsnù Cx)
(b) 55oto0ennai,< uann6 Fiulaud <XX)

(1) 'ex' (0) 04.014 il b) 2 Tilstîand Bumkcise,of à tu content by weigkudinh dry muoernot
erceedinjg 48 %

(k) 'ex" (a) 014.014 E 1 b) 2 Tilsit aud Buoerkise, of a ain content by weigh, in the dry ser
ec=eediug 48 %1/

Ca) R.CEEC) 3042182
(b) R.CEEC) 3340/84

LW.EEC) 3042/827
~Derogat ion R.CEEC) 2692/8,3

Cc) R.CEEC) 3690/84
[:Derogation R.CEEC) 1736/841

CX) Derogation for years 1984 and 1985 (Cf. R.(EEC) 1473/84)
Cxx) Derogation for 1984 (Cf. R.(EEC) 1736/84)
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CCT Descriptionheading
No.

(1) "ex"(a) 04.04 E I b) 2 Kashkaval

(m) "ex" (a) 04.04 E I b) 2 Cheese ofsheep's milk orbuffalomilk. incontainers containing brine.or in
sheep or goatekin bottles

(n) 'ex" (a) 04.04 E I b) 2 Tileit notpressed, measured forat leastone month andButter within
an annual taiff quots of 150tonnes, oniginating inAustria(xx)

(o) "ex" (a) 04.04 C - Blue-veined cheese not grated or powdered,
"ex" (a) 04.04 E I b) 2 - Edam ofafatconent byweight in the drymatter.exceeding 40% but

not exceeding 48 %. in whole cheese of a not weight not exceeding
350 g (known as 'Geheimratsakie)

within an annual tariff quotaof 800 tonnesoriginating in Austria (xx)

(p) "ex* (a) 04.04 E 1 b) 2 Cheeses known"Fets" and "Kefaloryn", madeoftow'smilk of a fat
content by weight, in the dry matter, not exceeding48%,within anannual
tariff quota of 150 tonnes, originating in Austria (xx)

"(q)ex 04.04 E I b) 2 Finlandia of a minimum fat content of 45% by weight,
In the dry matter, matured for at least 100 days, in
rectangular blocks of a net weight of not less than
30 kilograms, originating in Finland, within an annual
tariff quota of 2,900 tonnes. Any quantities of the
product which are not imported may be replaced by
corresponding quantities of cheese specified in (b)
of the first indent of (c)." (a) (xxx)

n (r) ex 04.04 E I b) 2 Whole Jarlsberg cheeses with rind, of a minimum fat
content of 45% by weight, in the dry matter, and or
a dry matter content by weight of not less than 58%,
matured for at least three months, originating in
Norway, within an annual tariff quota or:

- 1,500 tonnes for 1983
- 1 600 tonnes for 1984
- 1,700 tonnes for 1985" (<)

n (s) ex 04.04 E I b) 2 Tilsit, matured for at least one month, originating
in Finland, within the limit of an annual tariff
quota of 100 tonnes a...n. (b)

ANNEX II1
n *n (z

(a) R.(EEC) 3042/82 (c) R.(EEC) 3690184
(b) R.(EEC) 1736/84
Cx) Annex III amends the common customs tariff which is not included

in this document.
(xx) Derogation for the years 1984 and 1985 (cf. R.(EEC) 1473/84)
(xxx) Derogation for the year 1984 (cf. R.(EEC) 1736/84)
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 748186

of 10 March 1986

mending Regulations(EEC) No 2915/79 snd (EEC) No 1473184 es regards the
application of annual tariff quotas for certain cheeses from Austria, Finland and

Norway

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITES.

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community,

Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 804/68 of 27 June 1968 on the common
organization of the market in milk and milk produce ('), as last amended by the Act of
Accession of Spain and Portugal. and in particular Article 14 (6) thereof.

Having regard to the proposal from the Commission.

Thereas Annex II to Council Regulation (EEC) No 2915/79 of 18 December 1979 deter-
mining the groups of products and the special provisions for calculating levies on milk
and milk products and amending Regulation ,(EEC) No 950/68 on the Common Customs
Tariff)as last amended by Regulation (EEC. No 1300/85 (7 provides under c, h. nL 01
Z,a..>, ri and sv, annual tarif quotasfor Austria. Finland and Norway; whereas. in order to

cznunue trade in cheese. Austria and the Community have agreed to extend for one year
-e temporaryjount discrpline arrangement which. expired on 31 December 1985; whereas
Finland and the Community have a reed to conclude a new joint descripline arrangement
on trade in cheese for an aniirY:ite= perac :bezannrig on 1 Tanuarv 19866; wner:es
Nowaryandthe Community nave aiso agreed toconnclude a new arrangement on trade in

cheese for in Jnâmirez =e.20.:oc .mîiv Zrcm ranua.r 986.

-;-ereas. = enaole cne Cr.nrnun:nv comoiv with Llese unaertakcins he zrovisions
''';;n2 zr.e annual aiu4 zuous a:lca=e to Austna .or tCt cheeses in cuesucn. as
::-vceac tor trn Counc:i Rezulauon tEEC, No .473/84 Oi > Mav 1984 ccroeaumnz from
?*e*zarion EEC; No .9 'i,9 as rermas vie mDpication ai annuai canif ouctas ror certain
,:etses :::m Austna ('i. snouid riere.-ore t)e extencca and Reeuiautin iEEC: No:N.1SÎ79
.-cwd be XroueriC inro sine witn ue -xew ir=neemenrs.

-.AS ^.DOPÉED '71-S REZL&.A.CrON:

Arrie:, 1

lecuiacUon vEECI Nao Ci5i- s h.reov in ecea as toaiows:

i. tic!e:e A shail be :epiacej zv crie oiiowing:

MMe !cw on 100 kiioagms oi emaucts àopeanng uncer si in Arnnex II sail be 60
_-KU. provide at:t rsublished ;h4c ,he .roJucts sorrepond <o the Jescnpuon
appeanng therein.'

ICi No . 14*, 'S. o. 1965. p. 1l
) O! No L 329. 4. 12. 19',9 p. 1.
0'OJ No 9 137. :. 5. 1985. p. !.

) O)J No L 143. J0. S. 1914. p. 3.
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2. In Annex, Il. c, h) q), ) and o) shall be replaced by the following:

c) ex 04.04A Emmentaler, Gnuyère, Sbrint and Bergkäse, not grated or powered, of
minimum fat content of 45 % by weight in the dry matter matured for
at least three months;
- Whole cheeseswith rind. within the limit of an annual tariff quota

of:

a) 5000 tonnes. originating in Austria,
b) 6850 tonnes, including the quota of Finlandis referred to in q),

originating in Finland;
- Pieces packed in vacuum or inertgas, with tind on at least one side.

of a net weight of not less than I kg but less than 5 kg, within the
limit: of an annual tariff quota of:

(a) 3 000 tonnes. orginating in Austria,
(b) 1 700 tonnes, originating in Finland.

The quantities provided for these categories of cheese in the case of

Finland are interchangeable within the limit of 25% of the stated quan-
tities'

'h) ex 04.04 D Processed cheese not grated or powdered in the blending of which only
Emmnentaler, Gruyere and Appersell have been used and which may
contain as an addition, Glarus herb cheese (known as Schabxiger), put up
for retail sale and of a fat content, by weight, in the dry matter. not
exceeding 56 %, within the limit of an annual tariff quota of:

(a) 3700 tonnes, originating in Austria.
(b) 700 tonnes. originating in Finland and including the Tilsit.

Turunmas and Lappi cheeses referred to under s)'

'a) ex 04.04 EIb) 2 Finlandia. of a minimum fat content of 45 9. bv weight in the dcr
matter, matured for *t least 100 davs in rectngular blocks of a net
weight not less than 30 kg. onganiting in Finland. within the limît oi an
annual tariff quota of 3 000 tonnes. Quanaties oi this product which are
not imported may be replaced by corresponding quanties of cheeses
appeanng under e) I b)

'> ex 04.04 E 1 b) 2 -Jardsberg, of a minimum fat content of 45 "l by weight in the dry
matter. and of a dry matter content by weight ot not less than 56 '%.
matured fior at least three months:
- Whole cheeses wimth and. of between 8 kg and 12 kg
- Rectangular blocks of a net weight not exceeding 7 kg (the

packing must be labelled in such a way as to enable identifica-
uon of the cheese by the consumer)

- Pieces packed in vacuum or in mert gas of a net weight of net
less than 150 g but not exceeding I kg tthe packing must be
lIbelleIs in such s wav as to enable idenuticauon ot thc cneese b!
the consumer)

-Ridder. ot a minimum fat content ai 60 % by vaight in the dry
mtiter. matured for a* teut four weka:
- Whole chee-es wch nnd, of bemeen 1 kg and 2 kg
- Piece pecked in vacuum or in snert ges, vnh nnd on at leust one

*ide. of j niet weight ot net leu than 150 (the picking muat be
babelled in such a way su t enable idenaficuoan of tht cheese by
the consumer

onginseng In Norwav, wathan the lim:t of an annuai taiiff quota o:
- 1 ',00 tonnes for 1986
- 1600 tannes for 1907
- 1 'ù0 monnes for 1998.'
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's) ex 04.04 1 b) 2 Tilsit Turunmes ed Lappi, originaung in Finland, wihin the limit of
the annual tanff quota specified under h) b)'

Article2
In Article of Regulation (EEC) No 1473/84, the words 'for the years1984 mnd 1985' are
hereby replaced by 'for 1984, 1985 end 1986'.

Article3
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following itspublication in the
Official Journal of the European Communittee
lt shall apply from 1 January 1986.

This Regulation shall be binding in
States.

its enurery and directly applicable in all Member

Done at Brusseis, 10 March 1986.

For the Council
The Preisdent

H. van den BROEK
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ANNEX I(d)

COMMISSION REGULATON (EEC) No 1767/82
of 1 July 1982

laying down detailedrlues for applying specific import levies on
products

(O.J. No. L 196 of
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITIES

Havingregard to the Treary establishing the European
Economic Community,

Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 804/68
on 27 June 1968 on the common organization of the
market in milk and milk product, as last amended
by Regulation (EEC) No 1183/82, and in particular
Article 14 (7) thereof

Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 970/7l
of 12 May 1971 on certain measures of conjuncoural
policy to be takenin agriculturefollowing the tempo-.
rary widening of the margins of flucuation for the
currencies ofcertain Member States, as last amended
by Regulation (EEC) No 3605/81, and in particular
Article 6 uereoi,

Whereass Council Regulation (EEC) No 2915/79, as
iast amended by Regulation (EEC) No 1463/82,
provides for specific levies on certain cheeses from
non-member countries;

Whereas the conditions for admission to the tariff
headings given for most of these cheeses are laid down
in Commission Regulation (EEC) No 1054/68, as
last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 584/82, and
in Commission Regulation (EEC) No 2965/79,as
last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 1898/81;
wnereas, asa result of the most recent amendment to

certain Milk

5 July 1982, p. 1)
Regulation (EEC) No 2915/79, admission to tariff
headings is no longer the sole factor to be considered
for the purposes of applying the specific levy
whereas, therefore the Commission Regulations an
this field should be amended;

Whereas, for the sake of clarity and administrative
efficiency, all the provisions relating to application or
the specific levy should be brought together in a single
Regulation ;

Whereas the detailed description of goods complicates
he inport procedure; whereas the import procedure
could be considerably simplified if the exporting
count gave an assurance thattheproductexported
met the description of the goods in question: whereas
therefore, a product should not qualityfor the specific
Ievy unless it is accompanied by a cerificate issued in
a prescribed form on the responsibilityyof the export-
ing country and providing the said assurance; whereas
this system of cerificates is also used by non-member
countries to monitor compliance with tariff quotas;
whereas, consequently no Community system need be
introduced for this purpose;

Where Commission Regulation (EEC) No 1055/
68, a amended by Regulation (EEC) No 751/
80, sets the fixed amount representing delivery
costs to Community customs terntory in respect of
certain cheeses from Finland; whereas this fixed
amount is no longer a factor to be taken into con-
sideration in respect of import of cheese from
Finland; whereas the Regulation in question should
therefore be repealed;

Where the messures provided for in this Regulation
are in accordance with the opinion of the Management
Committee for Milk and Milk Products
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:

Article I

1. The import levies applicable to the produc
listed in Annex Il toRegulation(EEC) No 2915/
shall be those listed in Annex 1 tothis Regulation.
2. The products listedin Annex I shallqualify for
the abovementioned import levies only on production
of an IMA 1 certificitedrawn up according tothe
specimen Annex IL subject tocompliance with the
conditions laid down in this Regulation.
3. Admission:
- to subhyesding 04.02 B I a) of the Common

Customs Tariffof special milk for infants in
hermeucally sealed contains of a net content not
exceeding 500 grains and with a fat content,by
weight exceeding 10 % but not exceeding 27 %.
and

- ai Glarus herb cheese (knownas Schabaiger),to
subheading 04.04 B of the Common Customs
Tariffmade from skimmed milk with finely.
ground herbs added,

shall be subject to production of the certificate referred
to in parzgraph 2 and compliance with the condi-
tionslaid down in this Regularion.

Article 2
1.The dimensions of the form referred to in Article

1 (2) shall be 210 x 297 mm. The paper used shall
weigh at least 40 g/m1 and shall be which in colour.
2. The forms shallbe printed and completed in an
official Community language. They may also,be
printedand completed in an official language ofthe
expornng country in addition to an official Commu-
nity language.
3. The form shall be completed. either in typescript
or in manuscript Block lettets shallbe used for forms.
completed in manuscript.
4. Each certificate shall bear a serial number allo-
cated to it by tie issuing agency.

Article 3
1. A separate certificate must be drawn up for each
type and eachform of presentationof tise products
referred toin Article 1.
2. The certificate must contain, in respect of each
type and each form of presentation, the paruculars sec
out in Annex III.

Article4
Within three months of the date of issue of the certifi.
cate, the originalthereof shall be presented to the
customs authorities of the importing Member State,
together with the product to which it relate except
in unforseseeable circumstances or in cases of forse
majeure.

(a) R.(EEC) 3336/82
(x) Suspension revealed by R.(EEC) 1072/83[*I;i% .1-.^ n IrctU" .'1@'i

Article 5

1. A certificate shall be valid only if duly completed
and authenticated by an issuing agency listed in
Annex IV.

2. The certificate shall be regarded as duly authenti-
cated when it show the date and place of issue. is
stamped by the issuing agency and bearsthe signature
or signatureofthe person or persons qualified tosign
it.

3. A cerificate on which the free-at-frontier price
must be shown shall be regarded as valid even where
the free-at-frontier value to be observed has altered
during the period between the issue of the certificate
and the placingof the product intofree circulation in
the Community, provided that:
(a) the free-at-frontier priceshown on the certficate is

not less than the free-at-irontiervalue applicable
on the date of issue;
and

(b) the certificate was issued lessthan a month before
the change inthe free-at-frontier value.

Article6
1. An issuing agency may be listed in Annex IV
only if:
(a) itis recognized as such by the exporting country;
(b) it undertakes to verifythe particularsset out in the

certificates;
(c) it undertakes to supplythe Commission and the

Member States, upon reouestwith any information
that may be required to assessthe particulars set
out in the certificates.

2. Annex IV shall be revised when the condition
referredto in paragraph1 (a) is no longer fulfilled or
when an issuing agencydoes not fulfil one of theobli-
gationsit has undertaken.

Article7
Member States shalltake the measures necessary to
check that the systemofcertificates established by this
Regulation is operating correctly.

Article 8

No monetary compensatory amount shall apply when
the productsspecifiedin (a), (b), (d), (e), (f), (g),
(1), (k), (1), (a) and (r) of Annex I are put into
fresh circulatilon. (a)(x)

Article9
Regulations (EEC) No 1054/68. (EEC) No 1055/68
and (EEC) No 2965/79 are hereby repealed.

Article 10

This Regulation shall enter into force on 5 July 1982.
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This Regulation shall be binding in itsentirety enddirectly applicable
States.

in allMember

Done at Brusseis 1July 1982.
For the Commission

Poul DALSAGER
Member of the Commission
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ANNEXI

CCT bendingNo in ICU per 100kg

(a) ex04.04A Emmentaler,Gruytra,Sbtint, Appenrell,Vachtrin fribeur-Switzerland
gteis and de moine, notprasad powderred, of a

manimumtax contant of 45%by weight, in thedrymarzei.
matured foratleast two monthsisthe cass of Vecheria
fribourgtois andat least three months isthe caseofthe
others:
_Whle.chttseswith md (')-j ofa a free-at-frontier

vaIue (')of not lessthan 362.88ECU but less than
387.06 ECU per 100 kg net weight,

-Pieces pockedin vaccumof in interest gas rind (')(s)
on at least and side, of a net weight of notless than 1kg
but less than 5 kg and ofa free-at-frontier value of not
less than 387.06 ECU but less than 411.24 ECU per 100
kg net veight

(b) ex 0404 A Emmen-15. GOxur. Sbri. Appoeml Vacda biler. Switzerland 907
geois and TetedeMaint.. not gnoed or powded. of aminimum forcontentof45%by weight,inthedrymatter.. in the d&y mu.,zasttwoed monthsinthethecaseofVetgebbhint lem M mm dithe cue Vchena

onths in the case of the i s,m et-le de c- sof the C
adiesu:
f a free-at-frontierdb s:fld r) (4 of a z-fn

06wskeaamolmb 387.06 EC per 100 kg net weight
um orin inner gas ('), with and (')(a)a wi dnd)<(a

side, of a net weight of not lessthan 1kgIu Ik
a free-at -frontier value (1)mfor less than411.24

per 100 kg net weight,
-p'ei cespscedackedinvacuum ornet gter as (1fa unr

Wrighe mat not exceeding450 g and of a free-at-fr
vaunewaiue (1) of not less than 445.09kECUPEReg net (b)()

<c) cx(04.e A E=cniermGuyez. Sbri. mdBeandcrs rgkits,notgran Aus tria, 813
powdered. of s =iwmam minimum far content of 45ght in Fin,3nd
zue dYr ethe dry manner, for atless th
-Whole chezm vidt sOdeses withrind(')(2),subjectto

ça) 5 000 tonnes (riginating In Austria,
(b) 6 250 tonnes, including the Finlandia qMota
referred to in q), originating i(q)Finland Éc>

-Pieces pmckd in viuum acke in vacuumon in ert gas,
ancm l=am one aion at least one side, of a net weight of
bu leu doia S kg, but less than 5kg, subject to a
(a) 3 Ce"DMmlesJegin tin umos00
(bi 1 600 tonnes (c) originating in)Finland

(d) cz 04.04 E 1b) 1 CheEMmdc hn udexmilk ci a minimum hiddar,madefrom unpurcha milk,ofa m
conuent of 50 %Fc lise &a =e tucd .r et
leut ain mmu o «W M per 100 kg mel

iebt et Du bu dans
- 293.8 ECU ic ith e 9f hole chtusem )(b)
- 312.00 ECUin te of cbe cdacS ghtofmet

lm " 500 .
- 324.09ECU in hoeme of chem e a. ceeightollm

500 &
subIe*c to an mamami1nai qus of 2 750 tonnes (d)(x)

(a) R.(EEC) 1363/l85(R.(EEc) 1264/83 R.(EEC) 39184].
(bJ (EEC)1363/8J
(c) R.(EEC) 21i/85

(d) R.(EEC) 1363/85
R:(EEC) 3336/82
R.EEC 1264/83

(x) Regulation (EEC)
and not (d), (e)
this Regulation.

R.(EEC) 2839/8
R.(EEC) 891/84J

1363/85 amends (a), (b) and (e), qn
and (f) as stated in Article 1 of
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CCT heading No Description ono inECUper100kg

(e)ex 04.04 E 1 b) 1 Wholecheddar cheeses (1)(b), of a minimum at content of Australia 15.00
50% by weight in the dry maner,matured for at Ieastthres New Zealand
months, subject to an annual tariff quota of
9,000 tonnes

(f) ex04.04 EI b): - Cheddar and Australia 15.00
and - Other cheeses falling within subheading 04.04 E I b) 2 New Zealand

ex 04.04 E 1b) 2 intended for processing subject to an annual
tariff quota of 5,500 tonnes

(a)

(g)ex 04.04 D Processed cheese not grated or powdered, in the blending of Switzerland 36-27
which only Emmunlet, Gruyere and Appenrellhave been
used and which may conmm. as an addition. Glum herb
cheett (known as Sch-b:,gcr, put up for retailsaie (a) of a
free-at-frontier -value (2)(b) of not less tha
243 ECU per 100 kg. net weight and of a fat
content not exceeding 56% by weight, in the
dry matter

(b) ex 04.04 D Processed cheese, not grated or powdered, in the blending of Austria
which only Emmentaler, Gruwereand Appearel have been Finland
used and which may commun. as an addinon Giarusherb
Cheese (known as Schabnger),per upfor retailsale te
and or a fat content not exceeding 56% by
weight, in the dry matter, subject to an
annual tariff quota of

(a) 3700 tonnes originaing in Austria.
(b) 550 tonnes (c) originating in Finland

(i) ex04.04 E I b) 2T2 lit.of a contentnot exceeding48 % by weigt, in the Romanus. 770
dry manner(x) Switzerland

(k)ex 04.04 E I b) 2 Ti ofafat content exceeding 48%byweight,in thedry Romania 101.88
matter (x) Switzerland

(I)ex 04.04EIb)2 Kashkaval Bulgaru, Hungary, 65-61
Israiel. Romania.
Turkey, Yugo-
slavia (d )

(m) ex 04.04 E I b) 2 Cheese of sheep's milk or buffalo milk in container con. Bulgana. Hungary, 65-61
wning brnt, or in sheepskin or goarskin bottles 1srael. Romanu.

Yugoslavia(d )

(n) ex 04.04 E I b) 2 Tilsit. not pressed, matured for at reast one month and Austria 55-00
BauterrIse. subjeate an annual tenf quots of I 500 tonn,
ongrnamng in .wm

(o> C« 04.04 C - Blue-veined cheme., not gated or powdered. and Anusa 50'00
ana - Edam nth s fat content by weight. in the dry maie,. cf

e 04.04 E 1 b) 2 more thsn 40%/ but leu thn 4l %. put up in torms of a
net welght not receding 350 g (known au Gehearart.
kAse>

subaa to en annual unff quota of 800 tonmes, onginaang an
Ausa ,

(a) R.(EEC)
< R.(EEC)

R. (EEC)
(b) R. (EEC)

3371/84
1264/83
2839/83

39/84

R.(EEC) 39/84
R.(EEC) 891/84

R.(EEC) 1V60/8]
(c) R. (EEC) 212/85
(Cd) R.(EEC) 39/84
(x) Corrigendum OJ L349 of

9 December 1982, p. 19
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CCT heading No Description Countryof origin in ECU per 100 kg
nut euight

(p) c 04.04 E 1b) Fetaend Kelfloryri. made from cow's milk of a fat content Austria 0-00
not exceeding 48% by weight inthe dry matter,subject to
en annual tnnifquota of 1.50tonnes, onapnsung in Austris,

(q) ex 04.04 E l b) 2 Finlandia of a minimum fat content of 45 % by weight in Finland 18.13
the dry metter manuredfor at least100 day% in rectangular
blocks of a net weightoilnot less than 30 kg, subject to an
annual unl quotaof 2900 tonnes. The amount of this
product which is not ported may be replaced by a
corresponding amount ofthecheese referred to in thefirst sub-paragraph (b) of (c) above (a)

(r) ex 04.04 E 1 Whole Jarlsberg cheeses with rind of a minium fat Norway 55.00
b) 2 content of 45% by weight, In the dry matter, and of a

dry matter content by weight of not less than 58%,
originating in Norway, subject to an annual tariff
quota of: 1 500 tonnes for 1983

1 600 tonnes for 1984
1 700 tonnes for 1985 (a)(x)

(s) ex 04.04 E l Iilsit, matured for at least one month , originating in Finland 55.00
b) 2 Finland, subject to an annual tariff quota of 100

tonnes (e) (d)

(¹) (a) Those cheeses, withrind'menaswhole cheeses or the following per weights:

Gruyere:

Vacnens fribourgeous
Tite de motne:
Jerisberg:

not lessthan60 kg but not more than 130 kg inciusive.
not lessthan 20kg but netmore than45 kg inclusive.
not less than 20kg but not more than 60 kg inclusive.
not less than 6kg but not more than8 kg inclusive.

notless than 6 kg but not morethan 10 kg inclusive.
not lessthan 0.700 kg but not more than4 kg inclusive
not less than 9 kg but not morethan 11 kg inclusive.

For thepurpose of these e pio= nnd is dennedas follows:
The and of such cheesesistheouter laveeformed from the cheeses having a distently more solid eonstemcy anda

aisoncdt darker colour.'
(b) Those cheeserr, c :

-whbole cheeses of anot weightof not less than 33kg but not more than 44 kg inclusive.
- cu block or Pl11<pipep ofcheeses of a not weight of notless than10kg.

(²) Free-at-transics value' means the free-at-frontier price or for pries inthe ountyofexporation.phan amount corresponding
to delivery and insurance costs to the customs territory of the Community. (b)

(³) Theconcrsion shall pMTl vu e ple. of a not weight of lessthan 450 g provided that the packing of such
goodsless at leass the followingparticulars:
- thenameofthecheses
-the lot conent by weight in the dry matter

-the patai respectable
-the country of eniginof thecheeses.

'MI, npmui 'put upforretail male"shall be taken to apply tochesesput up in immediste packings of net weightnotes-
ceeding 1 kg oeumn pomu «e ai" i an imdivsduel net weght not exceeding 100g.

(a) R.(EEC) 3336/82
(b) R.(EEC) 39/84
(c) R.(EEC) 1693/84

[R.(EEC) 3336/82]
(d) R.(EEC) 2239/84

(x) Suspension revealed by R.(EEC) 1072/83
[Suspension by R.(EEC) 86/83]

Applicable at the request of the party concerned as from1 January 1984.
(e) Deleted by R.(EEC) 212/85

(c)(x)
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CERTIFICATEIMAI
1. Soller 2. Serial No of issus ORIGINAL

CERTIFICATE
for the admission of certain milk products
to certain headings or subheadings of the

Common Customs Tariff

4. Number and dais of invoice 5. Country of origin Member State of desunaton

IMPORTANT
A. A separatecerficats must be made out for each form of pressmation of each product
B. The certficate mustbe in official language of the European Economic Community.It may also common translation into the officiallan-
gue or one offciallanguage of the exporting country.

C. The certificate must bemade out in accordance with the Communy provisions in force.

D. The original and were approprists, copy of the certificatmust be presentedto the customs office in the Community at thetime when
the product as being put into free almooL

Marks numbers,number and kind of packages: detailed descriptionof productand matnsears of its 8. Gross wuugm 9. Net we.gm
fam of prmsarna (kguon( (kg)

Q aw maienal usea

I1. F2t contem bv _qbt (kt referma teo ca maimer

fi.~~~.Of.~ _unc

Il Naiser conment 2v weigti lkgl in non-tai mrnier

il :a8 imment bv _mght (kgf)

14. %ennq penoc -

rM. zmrnM t -.frntir ;nc por 100 kg net wegtlin ECU1 *mas to or mo tuUn:

1ZbrvsuonaJ: sataf quota q')
bl intendedfor processing'

17 TGS HEREBY CERTIFIED

must the moulms sat out above are mo ccmerv wit Communty provisions forcs.

- mut fer tht products describedabove, no uint rtun. or any other repats will be grantedtothe ur. which may head tome

product in question ncio a value lessthan the minimum import value fixed for such product(1).

!L laawn agmenv

,

ANNEX II

i
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ANNE

RULES FOR COMPLETING CERTIFICATES

The followingmust be complexed in addition toboxes1 to6,9. 17 and 18:

A. As regardsspecial milkforinfants falling within subheading 04.02 B Ia) the Common
Customs Tarif:

1. Box7 by spefifying special milk for infants which is free from tomocogenic or pathogenic
teuS and coniua per pum lessthan10000remmable smb:c bhu and less thantwo
coliform bacuera.

2. Box 10 by specifying exclusively home-produced cowsmilk.'

3. Box 13 by specifying exceeding10% but not exceeding 27%.

B.As regards Emmenalex, Guyere, Sbrnaz, Ape . Vichenn hrxulgMaseo Tête de
mnone ceesce killing wsthm subbenang 04.4 A ei the Camo n Casua Twil

1. Box 7 by spec¶ng. as approa 'Em.meuwer cheese. 'Gnmye cheese 'xuaz chewe.
'Bergise cheese. 'Appenzell chase:'Vache= uibroues cheese' or 7éoe de mome coue'
sud. as approp
'i vsoie chuee-swjh nad.
'i pum packd in vamnan or in meut gm wt und on at Il one sime. and ai s wgiit 3f
arnt Lm thLu kg but lm than S kg'.
'la pèe oecked in vuuum or i inca gz. vthà d on at let one sida. and ci a ne. veigh
oi a= lus bau 1 kg',
'in pieo pwcied w vn== or w icert gm cm s cet ghnt act =c Çg 450 g',

' Box 10 bv speaZng'çerusrmvewhooee.rooxa«d cows' ruù'.

3. Ba 11i b suecii'wg 'u least 45'
4. Boxs 14 and 15; m ute cae ai pruoau omruug in A=s or Fluusnd. hbos'. box 1'

meed cm Dtme =eleoe.c

C. M retum Glum hu cbeee <kzau as Schag=i Uing wnwin sumhhcsiug 04.04 B ci the
Command G=s= Tan±d:

.. Bar ! bv svecsntg Nairw cheme (bawo s S g=,

' Bor :0 bv soecinng 'csuus:veiv homne-ciauced skzmned ullk uth Emely-gSms hem
saded'.

D* As regs= me vr=m'd chases buoec ndaerg m d (b) in Innez 1 (b) and falling within
soahuadin; »0. (a) of the Cosuon Custc.s.Tariff:
1. Dc ' by specfMg 'pmoesecid cheee. put ua in immecdiae pv npang ci a iugh sac ez-

cemfing I kg ca=mng pomons or afices ca gvaingonot morue c 100 g.
BoBx 10 bv uvecMag 'ezcdwuveiy homeuoauced Emmenmuie. Gnuere sud Appezeil nad
poubly as an addition, Glara hem eneese (known as Scaaaver).

3. Box 11 by specifying not more than 56%:
4. Box 15: in the case or products nung in aau or Finland, however, Box 15 need not be

completed
E As regardscheddar cheese listed under (d) in AnnexI and fading within subheading 04.04 E I b) :

of the Common Customs Tarif:
1. Box 7 by specifying as appropriate:

whole chaddar cheeses.'
*cheddar cheeses forms other than whole ofcheemes, of a net weight of not less than500g;
'chedar cheeese in forms other than wholechesses, of a net weightof less than 500g

(a) R.(EEC) 3336/82
(b) R.(EEC) 1264/83
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2. Box10 by specifying 'exclusively unpasteurized home-produced cows'miIk',
3. Box 11 by specifying 'at least50%:
4. Box14 by specifying 'at least nine months',

5. Boxes 15 and 16 by specifying the period for whichthe quota is valid

F. As regards cheddar cheese listed under (e) in Annex1and fallingwithinsubheading 04.04 E.Ib)
1 of the Common Customs Tariff:

1. Box 7 by specifying whole cheddar cheeses'
2. Box 10 by specifying 'exclusivelyhome-produced cowsmilk,
3. Box 11 by specifying at Ieast50%
4. Box 14 specifying 'at leastthreemonths'
5. Box 16 by specifying the period for which the quota is valid. (b)

G. As regards cheddar cheese intended for processing as listedunder (f) inAnnex I and falling within
subheading04.04E I b) 1 of the Common CustomsTariff :

1. Box 7 by specifying 'whole cheddar cheeses,
2. Box 10 specifying home-producedcows ' milk

3. Box 16 by specifying the period for which the quota is valid. (b)

H.As regards Tilsitand Buttericise cheeses lissedunder (i), (k) and (s) in Annex 1(a) and falling within
subheading 04.04 E 1 b) 2 of the Common Customs tariff:
1.Box 7 by specifying as appropriate Tilsitcheese' or Buttericise cheese'.

2. Box 10 byv specifyingexclsively home-produced cows' 'milk.
3. Boxes 11 and 12.

I.As regards Kashkaval chees listed under (1) in Annex I and fallingwithin subheading 04.04EI
b) 2 of the Common Customs Tariff:

1. Do 7 by specifying 'Kashkaval cheese'

2. Box 10 by specifying 'exclusively home-produced sheep's milk.

3. Boxes 11 and 12.

K.As regards cheeses of sheep'smilk or buffalomilkincontainescontainingbrine, or insheepkin
or goatskin bottles, aslisted under(m) in AnnexI and talling within subheading 04.04 E 1 b) 2 of
the Common CustomsTariff:
1. Box 7 by specifying asappopriate 'cheeseofsheep's milk' or cheese of buffalo milk 'in

containerscontainingbnne' or in sheepskinor goatskinbottles'.
2. Box 10 by specifying, as appropriate, exclusively home-produced, sheep's milk or 'exclusively

home-produced buffalo milk.

3. Boxes31 and 12

I.As regards other cheeseother thanCheddar, intended forprocessing as listedunder (f) in AnnexI
and willing within subheading 04.04 B I b) 2 of the Common Customs Tariff:
1. Box 7 by Specifying 'exclusivelyhome-produced cowsmilk..
2. Box16 by specifying the period for which the quota is valid. (b)

(a) R.(EEC) 2239/84
Applicable at the request of the party concerned as from 1 January 1984.

(b) R.(EEC) 3371/84
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M As regardsEdam cheese listed under (o) in Annex I and falling within subheading 04.04 E I b) 2
of the Common CustomsTariff:

1. Box 7 by specifiyng 'Edam cheesee ina formsof anet weight not exceeding 350 & (known as
Geheiaratskñse).'

2. Box 11 by specifying not less than 40 % but less than 48%'.

N. As regards blue-verned cheeses listed under (o)in Annex l and falling within subheading 04.04 C
of the Common Customs Tariff:

Box 7 by specifying 'blue-verned cheese, not grated or powdered.
O. As regards Fets and Kefalotyti cheeseslisted under (p) in Annex I and falling within subheading

04.04 E I b) 2 of the Common Customs Tariff:
1. Box 7 by specifying as appropriate'Feta or 'Keralovri'.

2. Box 10 by specifying exclusively home-produced cows milk'.

3. Box 11 by specifyingless than 48%.

P. As regards Financiacheeses listed under (q) inAnnex I and falling withinsubheading 04.04 E I
by 2 or the Common CustomsTariff:
1. Box 7 by specifying Finlandis cheese in rectangular blocks at a net weight or not less than30

kg.
2. Box 11 by specifying at least 5%.

3. Box 11 by specifying at least 100 days.

Q. As regards Jarlsberg cheeses listed under (r) in Annexl and falling within subheading
04.04 E I (b) 2 of the Common Customs Tariff:

1. Box 7 by specifying whole Jarlsberg cheeses of a net weight of 9 to 11 kg. inclusive', (b);

2. Box 11 by specifying 'at least 45%;
3. Box 14 by specifying at least 3 months'. (a) (x)

(a) R.(EEC) 3336/82
(b) R.(EEC) 1693184
(x) Suspension revealed by R.(EEC) 1072/83

[Suspension by R.(EEC) 86/83]
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Non.memberCCT subheading ng o
country anddescription Name Locuon

Australia 04.04 EIb) 1 Cheddar and cheese Departmentof PrimaryIndustryCanbern
and for processing
04.04 E I b) 2

Austria 04.04 A Emmentaler Milch fonds and Ostri. Vienna
Gruvere chische Hare
Bergkhae Export-GesellchdtL either jointlyor

scparately
04.04 C Blue-veined
04.04 D Processed cheese
04-4 E I b) 2 Edam
04â4E I b)T't and Bunerkise

Fets and KeWiomi
Buigama 04.4 E l b) 2 Kashivl and cheee Bulgarkontrola Soia

of sheep's milk or
buffalo milk (c)

Canacis 04.4 E I b) 1 Cheddar Canacian Dairy Commission 0uaui
Commission canadienne du lar

Cyprus 04.04 E I b) 2 Cheses oi sheep's Ministry of Commerce and Industry Nicoma
milk or buffaio milk

Finland 0404 A Emmenmier. MautotaiossuotteideaTari& Helsmgi
Gruvere

04.04 D Processed cheese
04.04 E I bi Finiandis

Hungary 04.04 E 1 b): Kashavail and rineee Téîoermékek MagMr lanc Mie- Bu=a
of sheep's mildor nörzöAllornass
buffalo milk

Israel 04.04 E lb: Kasnkavai ,.and cheeses Ministryof Industry and TradeFood Jerusaem
ofU8OP4S *milk division (a)

Norway 0ê.04 EIb)2 Jarlsberg Norske Oslo
maierer (b) (x)

New 04.04 E I b) I Cheddar and cheese New Zealand DairyBoard Wellington
Zealand and for processing

04.04 El b) 2

Romania cm 04.4 E I b) 2 Tusst Officiaul de Contol al Marnugi Buchmr
04.04 E I b) 2 Kashkavai and cheeses

of sheep's milk or
buifsio milk

switzerland 04.02 I a) soda milk for Office fédéral de l'agriculture duBerne
intants départment fédéral de l'economic

publique

04.04 A Appenzell Office commercial pour le nmage St Gallen
d'Appenzell.

04.04 A Emmentaier. Union suisscdu commerce de Berne
Gruvert. Sbrni fromage SA

(a) R.(EEC) 2478/82
(b) R.(EEC) 3336/82
(c) R.(EEC) 1264/83

(d) R.(EEC) 2239/84
(e) R.(EEC) 1821/85
(x) Applicable at the request of the party

concerned as from 1 January 1984
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Non.member CCT subheading lumwng agency
countrydescnpoon Nune

Switzerland 04.04A Sociétésuissede fabricants de Berne
Vacherin fribourgeotu fromage à pite molle et mu.dure
Tiêe de moine SFPM

04.04 B Glum herb cheese Chambre de commerce glamnas Glarus
and Sociétesussc des fabncanu de
fromages aux herbes arl

04.04 D Processed cheese Union susse du commerce de Berne
fromage SA

04.4 E I b) 2 Talsit Cental susse du Commerce du Teinfelden
Trist Berne
and
Office fédéral de u'agnculture du
depatement fdéral de l'économic
publique

Turker es 04.04 E I b) 2 Kashkvai and cheeses TC Vetennary services
of sheep's milk or Tanm or the Tanm
buffalo milk Bakanlig Bankanign at

vanous locawons
in Turkey

Yugoslavia ex -04.04 Cheese of cheep's Fond ze Unapredjenje Pelgiade
E I b) 2 milk in contain- Proizvodnje i Plasmana Stoke

ers containing i Stoctnlh Froizvoda
brine and Kash-
kaval (a)

(a) R.(EEC) 39/84
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 778186
ol 14 March 1986

amending Reguistion (EEC) No 1767/82 a regards imports of certain cheeses
(rom Finland end Norway

THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNMES.

Having regard to the Treatyestablishing the European
Economic Community,

Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 804/68 of
27 june 1968 on the common organization of the market
in milk and milk products ('), as last amended by Regula-
tion (EEC) No 3768/85 (), and in particular Article 14 (7)
thereof

Whereas Annes Il to CounciI Regulation (EEC) No
2915/79 of 18 December 1979 determining the groups of
productsand the special provisions for calculating levies
on milil and milk products and amending Reulation
(EEC) No 95Oi68 on the Common Customs Tariff (')as
last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 3679/85 (,)lays
down. inter a." annual tariff quotas for cheeses which
may be imported from Finiand and Norway;

Whereas. as a -esult of the conclusion of new arrange-
ments between the Commun:cy and these third countnes

ontrade in cheese. Regulation (EEC) No Z9151,9 has

been amended; whereas Annexes I III and IV of
Commission Regubtion (EEC) No 1767182 of 1 July
1982 laying down detsiled rules for applying specific
importlevies on cestsin milk products (), as last amended
by Regulation (EEC) No 1821/85('), should, accordingly,
be altered;

Whereas the measures provided for in this Regulation are
in accordance with the opinion of the Management
Committee for Milk and Milk Products,

HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:

Article;

1.In Annes I Regulation (EEC) No 1767/82 is hereby
amended as follows: the description appearing under
c), h), qj, r) and s) and the levy in ECU per 1'00 kg net
weight appearing under s) are hereby replaced by the
following:

T

Descripuon Ccuntry
oi eninn

________ J I

Emmentaler. Gruyere. Sbrinz and Bergkäse. not grated or powdered. of a

minimum fat countent of45 % by wesgnt in Lie dry matter maturred for a:
least three months:
_ Whole cheeses with rand ( 1) (a, within thelimit ofan annual tanif quots

ot:

fa) 5 000 tones originmtung In Austns;
(b) b 850 tonnes. including the consignment of Finlandis referred to

under q). orginaung in Finland;

-Pieces packed in vacuum or in inert gas with and (1) (a) on a: least one
side of a net weight ofnot less than l kg out less than 5 kg within the
limit ot an annual tarif quots ot

:a) .-00 tonnes. onsanatinq an Austria;
b) 7'00 tonnes ora1natinhq an tinland.

The quentues reterred to an the tirst and second indents under (b) are inter-
changeable within the limit ai 25°o i the stated quantnes.

Austria
Finland

ImportLevy
in ECU per 100 kg

net weight

18,13

(¹) OJ No L 148.
No L 362

( 0) No L .32.9.
( OJ No L 351.

28.
31 .

24.
28.

6. 1968. p. 13.
12. 1985. p. 8.
12. 1979, p. 1.
12. 1985, p. 2.

(') OJ No L 196. 5. 7. 1982. p. 1.
(")OJ No L 172 2. 7. 1985, p. o.

'aeaing No

(cl eX 04.O4 A
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No L 73122 Official Journal of the European Communities 18. 3. 86

CCT heading No Description of origin la ECUper 100kg
net Weight

(h) ex 04.04 D Proceued cheese, not grated or powdered. in the blending of which only Austria 36,27
Emmentaler. Gruyere and Appenzell have been used and which moy Finland
contain, as an addition. Glsrus herb cheese (known as Schabzigert put up
for retail sale () and of a fat content not exceeding 56 % by weight. in the
dry matter. within the limit of an annual tanff quota of:

(a) 3 700 tonnes. origiating in Ausuia,
(b) 700 tonnes originating in Finland. including the Tilsit, Turunmaa and

Lappi cheeses referred to under s.

(q) ex 04.04 E Ib) Pinlandia, of a minimum fat content of 45" by weight. in the dry matter. Finland 18,13
matured for at least 100 days, in rectangular blocks of a net weight of not
less than 30 kg, originating in Finland, within the limit of an annual taniff
quota of 3 000 tonnes. Quanutia of this produce which are not imported
mav be replaced by corresponding quanczties of cheeses appearing under (c)
lb)

(r) ex 04.04 E I b) 2 -- Jarlsberg, of a minimum fat content ai 45 % by weight in the dry Norway 500
matter, and of a dry maner content by weight of not less than 56 °.
matured for a: least three months:

- Whole cheeses with nnd. of between 8 kg and 1' kg,
- Rectangular blocks of a net weight not exceeiing 7 kg (J)
- Pieces packed in vacuum or in inert gas. of a net weight of not Iess

than 150 g but not exceeding 1. kg (')

Ridder. of a minimum iat content of 60 % by weagnt in the dry matter.
marured for at leas tour weeks

- Whole cheeses with nnd. ot between I kg and 2 kg
- Pieces packet in vacuum or :n inert gas with nnd on at least one

side of a net weignt of nor less than 150 g.

Originating in Norway. within the limit of an annuai taniffquota of:

- 17.00 tonnes for 1986.
- 1 800 cannes for 1987.
- 1900 tonnas for 1988.

(s) ex 0404 E 1 b)2 Tilsit Turunmas and Lappt. within the limit of the annual tariff quota Finianca oO.00
appeanng under (h) (b), origanating in Finland

2. At the end of the Annex I to Regulation (EEC) No 1767/82

-theist indent of footnote 1 (a) on jarisberg as deleted,
- footnote 3 is replaced by the following:

.(3)The concession shall apply to rectangular block and to pieces packed in vacuum or in
inert gas provided that the pickings of such goods bear at least the following parucu-

- the name of the cheese,
-The fat content by weight the dry matter,
-the packer responsible.
-the country of origin of the cheese.'
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3. In Annex Ill sections H and Q are hereby repIaced by the following:
'H. As regards Tilsit. Butterkäse, Turunmaa end Lappi cheedes listed under (i), k) and (s) in

Annex I nd falling within subheading 04.04 E 1 b) 2 of the Common Customs Tariff:
1. Box 7 by specifying, as appropriate, "Tilsit cheese or 'Butterkäse cheese" or

'Turunmas cheese" or 'Lappi cheese",
2. Box 10 by specifying, exclusively home-produced cows' milk",
3. Boxes 11 and 12'

'Q As regards Jarlsberg and Ridder cheeses listed under (r) in Annex I and falling within
subheading 04.04 E I b) 2 of the Common Customs Tariff:
1. Box 7 by specifying

either 'Jarlsberg cheese' and, as appropriate:
- inwhole cheeses with rind, of a net weight of not less than 8 kg and not more

than 12 kg" or
- 'in rectangular blocks of a net weight of not more than 7 kg" or
-in pieces packed in vacuum or in inert gas, of a net weight of not less than 1I0 g

and not more than 1 kg"
or "Ridder cheese and as appropriate:
-'in whole cheeses, with rind, of between 1 kg and 2 kg" or.
- in pieces packed in vacuum or in inert gas, with rind on at least one side, and of a

net weight of not less than 150 g.
2. Box 11 by specifying, as appropriate, 'at least 45 %' or at least 60 %"

3. Box 14 by specifying, as appropriate, *at least three months" or 'at last four weeks".

4. In Annex IV the following is added to the description appearing in the third coiumn for
Finland and Norway:

Finland 04.04 A Emmenaler. Gruyere. Maitouiousmoueiden Tarkasiatos Helsinki
04.04 D Processed cheese.
04.04 E I bi 2 Finiandia. isit.

Tùrunmasr Lappi

Norway 04.04 E 10 2 Jarisberg Norske Oslo'
Ridder Meiener

Article 2

This Regulation shall enter into force on the day of its publication in the Official Journal of the
EuropeanCommunities.

Is snailapply, at the request of the person concerned. with effect from,1.nuarv 1986.

This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in ail Member States.

Done at Brusseis. 14 March 1986.

For the Commission
Fnins ANDRIESSEN

Vice-President


